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The reception tendered Rev. O. W
Hearn and family Friday evening at
the Christian church, was a very sat
isfactory expression of the esteem in
which Rev. Hearn and his family are
held in this community. The church
was filled to its capacity, many hav
ing come from Mills, Solano, Liberty
and other communities to share in the
demonstration.
The program was impromptu but
Readings,
interesting nevertheless.
recitations, and music made up the
interlude.' Twenty gallons of ice
cream and numberless cakes served
from a decorated stand, tojdl as they
for it and all feasted to repletion. Following a short session of
Speech-makinin which many ex
pressed their Appreciation, respect,
regret and other sentiments inspired
by the breaking up of the church rela
tions caused by the going of the
Hearns to Las Vegas, their future

cu

g,

The base, ball game Sunday

be-

tween Roy and Springer resulted in
disaster for Roy. ' The score was 11
to 2 in favor of Springer. No excuses to make. - Our boys were merely
outclassed all around. Springer's f 20
pitcher is sure worth it and they
played real ball all around, ' Some
believe the Roy boys who came direct
from the barbecue to the diamond
were affected some by it They could
not get down ai,.r grounders, quick
enough and Spr
r persisted in foll-in- g
hot ones a! ; the'''ground 'instead of bujwli.j; flies tney could
'.,
',
reach up after.
It was nice, sociable game, (.in
spit of the disparity in the scofes
and the bunch has generously off ec-- d
to come back some time and play
another.
.

Melville Floersheim and family
were down Sunday visiting friends
borne.
and rooting for the ball game. SylA substantial purse was subscribed van Floersheim, editor of the Spring, sad presented to Jthena as a token of er
Times, was also at the game and
esteem and the financial obligations sympathized with Roy in her defeat.
of the church and community toward
' them were fully met
Mrs. A. D. Gilstrap, of Frisco,
It should be a source of satisfaction
to both Rev. Hearn and the commun- Okla., is here visiting her son, Will
ity that the relations existing and ex- Gilstrap and family. The two grandpressed at this affair have contribut- mothers at the Gilstrap home makes
ed much to the advancement of Roy it rather exciting for the children.
in material things as well as in social
Pete Laumbach has aDanaoned his
and spiritual advancement, and that
his mark has been indellibly left on plan of building a residence and has
purchased the J. E. Wildman resithis community.
Rev. Hearn and son, Robert, left dence near the Christian Church,
Monday with their household goods where the family will live this winter
loaded on an auto-trucfor Las Ve- and put the children in school here
gas.
Mrs. Hearn and Lois will go Mr. Wildman took the lots in the
later when they have the house ready Montezuma addition in exchange.
to occupy. Tom Scott went with
them and drove the truck.
Jack Mahoney Is figuring on buyk,

ing lots cn the new residence street
in Roy and vicinity and building a
Doc. McCargo, and family, have
good house on it for a town home for
moved into the Beck residence in the
his family while the children are in
Montezuma addition.
school.
..

Fred Fluhmann came in Monday
and took Mr. Hobson, the jeweler, out
to ha farm t.n fix tho ninnn
rnlnvor
i
j
They had a rain that submerged the
s,
car to the
but got him
back safely after making the
work again.
run-board-

joy-mak- er

S. L. Paxton has. purchased the J.
tí. wildman store and invoiced the
stock Wednesday morning. He will
carry a complete line of groceries and
will in addition buy wheat, beans and
'
corn on the local market.
Mr. and Mrs. Wildman will close
up their business affairs here and re
turn to Missouri as soon as possible.

Miss Fern DePew is home from
Normal at Las Vegas and .will teach
V. V. Carus and wife are back from
the primary grades in the Mosquero
Sumner, where they have been for
Ft.
schools this fall. The family went
two weeks, called by the illness and
after her in the car and it took five
relative,
days to make the trip on account of death of a

the rains and impassable roads along
Sam Strong and family are back
the Ocean to Ocean Highway. Some
after a trip of five weeks in which
parts of that road are unspeakable
they have seen much of Oklahoma,
and a disgrace to the state.
Kansas and Colorado. Sam is looking
big
and strong as ever. again and is
A doilar-an-hoeven gets monback on h, old job at the Floersheim
otonous to the carpenters of Roy and
Mercantile Co.'s elevator.
we find them worn out and, taking a
Many friends are glad to see him
rest with a dozen claims on their time
able to take a hand in affairs again.
and no chance for an enforced vacaHis was one of the worst cases of flu
tion in sight.
and pneumonia to recover here last
winter.
A. B. Haile and family went over
across the river to look at the state
land for sale this week. They intendMrs. A. Bebenheimer of Denver, is
ed to go on to Mora and attend the the guest of her daughter, ' Mrs.
sale if the land suits.
'Mickie" Floersheim this week. Lit
tle Mickie is naturally the chief atThe Maib Thresher started Monday traction that brings her here but all
and Paul Anderson got out soon af- are enjoying her visit.
ter. They will make it a short job
when they all get going if the rain
Mr. D. J. Vanderpool, of Kirk,
leaves them alone.
Colorado, arrived Tuesday to join his
wife in a visit to her sisters,
Remember the T. R. Pint sale aext
Jim Christman .and Hugh
Monday, August 16th.
Mitchell at Liberty.
Mes-dam- es

James Orl and wife, of Siloam
Attorney D. G. Drorrin of Solano,
Springs, Arkansas, are guests at the was in Roy Tuesday on professional
Henry Mtichell home at Liberty.
business.

The Fair meeting, announced for
It is a positive pleasure to read the
Roy Saturday, was duly held in the editorials in the Santa Fe New Mexopera house. Dr. M. D. Qibbs was ican and Albuquerque Journal anent
chosen temporary chairman ánd Prof. the Lorrazolo-Ol- d
Gang Contest now
Foster, .secretary. The meeting got going on in the republican party.
down to business at once and elected
The Goveror has a platform that is
Jas. W, Johnson, Sr., as President right, and appeals to a higher sense
W. H. McCarger of Mills, and John of political honor than the old guard

U.Tobler of Mosquero,
jlén fcmprehend,' ana' these able pa
Prof,' Y
r, Secretary ánd pers ,iave diverted their' talent from
'
y
Kr-- "
busing President Wilson for having
, hmnrer.i f
'
r
f
is "The Wheats Jifgh ideal and trying to make them
-

II---

Be

Uoa" and will rep facts and deeds, to upholding the Gov
The .Fair will erner, It is laudable in them and in
be ' ...y, ?j í'- t rentral loca- Mm. We have known Larrazolo for
tion, but it
to 4 affair of the ir ftry years.1 Have heard him con
Community .as whole
mnéd by republicans in the ugliest
, ;
.rAn executive committee
be ap- - terms, for being a democrat We re',
to7, have member when he yielded to irresist
'pomte:.iy
ible pressure and claimed to be a nscharjtha Zt&XLt eaitlent,
and scratry ,to b
publican that he might have a chance
members of the committee.
ios himself and his clients in the
A meeting 'Will ba held this week court, and in the councils of the
to appoint, this committee and' the
We know how
motto of all the workers is "Let's he has kept up the farce, how he has
Go".
been rewarded by success in his pro. The fair is an assured success and fession and by sops thrown hinx from
all are getting behind it but not ne- the state funds for imaginary serglecting to get their wheat planted vices, We know him for a crafty
in time.
Jawyer who has shown no scruples in
The movement to secure "Kanred" (prosecuting cases beeSuse of the
wheat for planting this fall is receivpf them and as a politician
ing a lot of encouragement but few I 'ho evidenced no conscience, yet,
are willing to wait and plant late in vhen he adopts a platform of right
order to get it. Too many thousands and justice, we fall for it just as we
of acres this season show the error of fell for the platform on which the imlate planting last year not to heed this mortal "Teddy" ran for president 8
lesson.
years ago, (a platform which has
been made into most modern laws by
Casey White is considering an offer the Democratic Administration). We
to go to Texas and accept an offer of hope Larry will not. go back on his
a location as Auctioneer which looks platform for reasons of political exgood to him. His success here is evi- pediency as did his great prototype.
dence that he can make good wher- We concede that he has been a good
ever he goes and he will be missed governor, a far better governor than
here where he has made most of his the party bosses wanted him to be,
reputation and had signal success as and better than he had dared to hope.
a salesman.
We admire the courage that enables
him to fight the gang, in the open and
J. W. Johnson has purchased the the promptness of his great party paF. S. Strickland residence opposite pers in getting behind him in it.
the Christian church and will occupy
If the ideals he holds out are susit this winter while his daughters are tained and put into execution by the
in school here. Mr. Strickland will progressive element of the Republican
build a model house on one of his party, we shall welcome it. Good acother lots this fall, and aid in making complished is the main thing, by
his street the most attractive one in whom is of minor importance, but we
f ::,
town. .
can't take fine words and lofty senti
ments dr deeds, and law enforced,
The State Taxpayers' Association
We don't care whether our goverpoints out that several hundred dol- nor is native born or whether he came
lars could be saved on the printing of from Germany, South Afraica or Chidelinquent tax lists. This seems to huahua, so long as he thinks right
be a hobby with the association, and
'
and does right.
claims a lot of their time which might
better be spent in getting some of the
Webb Kidd and Jim Pritchard
"malefactors of great wealth" to pay drove over to Clayton Saturday evena larger share of their proportion of ing to be present Monday morning
the taxes. It is truly annoying to see when Webb was to purchase some
the people who have been slow pay- isolated tracts of government land at
ing or who have some charges, of the Land Office. Their mission was
which they had no chance to know, accomplished and they returned Monpaying for a long description which day evening.
is illegal, a penalty which the collector who is to blame for the delinStan Rychlewski writes us to send
quency should pay and an attorney his
to Union, New York, R. 2,
fee which, is nothing more nor less where he is now located. They drove
.han piratical tied on to it that some all the way in the new auto they got
political barnacle may have a soft liv- before leaving here and are well
ing out of the sweat and brains of pleased with their new home.
Leo
other men who do produce something has been discharged from the Navy
and are of use in the wterld.
and is now attending a business colThe association also endorses the lege fitting himself for a banking
action of Otero County in declaring position.
that candidates 'for county offices
Dick Pendleton is getting his dobies
shall give their entire time to the office, forgetting that a man who is on the ground preparatory to buildqualified to fill an office is seldom ing his new garage adjoining the
'
a suitable candidate and vote getter, office.
while a vote getter is seldom mentally
HAVE YOU SEEN HIM?
qualified to do anything useful.
The office of the U. S. Public
The theory is all right, but its ap
plication would be nothing short of Health Service in Denver has asked
our
in getting any posrevolutionary.
sible information about Frank L.
Stowe.
He is described as follows:
Misses Marion and Nelly Taylor, of
About 22 years of age; 6 feet 7
Springer, are guests of their aunt,
inches tall; weight 120 pounds, light
Mrs. R. E. Alldredge this week.. Their complexion,
sandy hair; scar on throat
brother, Lewis, was also here for the from operation
for croup, v Wears
.;
past week-englasses; neatly dressed.
Mrs. AlldredgeV sister', Mrs. J. C.
Musselman and little son, of Kansas
Rev. William Vimont announces
City,' arrived Thursday and will re- that he will preach on Sunday night,
main for a timé, as a' guest.
August 29th, at 8 p. m., following the
yeung people's, meeting. All are corThe Ideal Bakery is finding it a
''
dially invited. .. '
strenuous job, supplying this commun
There will be; no. service the third
ity with bread. They are keeping up
' ' '
or fourth Sundáys.
with the trade by working 24 hours a
day.
The Roy School Board has. to date
the posiThis issue of the
will, lack a lot received 12 applications for
principal
schools here, and
of
of
tion
of recording all the news we know,
as
and still more of all the things worthy has as many more for positions
to, coinseem
does
not
which
teacher,
of record that are transpiring daily in
cide with' the, protestations that there
th3 town and community.
.
is a shortage of teachers.
But then (Teachers' Associations
Great news for our readers next
week, unless but we mustn't tell it have the same right to employ plain
"bunk" in their efforts for higher salyet!
f
aries that others do. The only arguMartin W. White of Ringling, ment against high wages for teachers
Okla., come in Saturday to look after is that then the positions will be fill
his land here. He returned Tuesday ed by incompetent grafters instead of
but not until after he had leased the Iwith idealists' and enthusiasts, who
"Casey" White farm near Mills and have made up he personnel of teach
arranged to return and farm here ing talent in the past and ought ever
to.
next year on a larger scale.

til

'
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va
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R. S. Tipton, Superintendent of
Schools in Otero County is out for re
form in the management of schools
that will get them out of politics, re
move the limitations now enforced on
rural Schools and other equally necessary reforms.
Th- - practical working of the
"County Unit" system ,of
rural schools is the worst
piece"ef legislation ever enacted. It
has" done more to retard the. rural
schools than anything that has ever
beefrdoae in the name of reform. It
is an insult to any intelligent rural
school board and a reason for all villages to incorporate to get from under the curse of it It lends itself
readily to political manipulation and
graft No teacher may be employed
unless she is approved by a political
board at the county seat. No school
board may purchase supplies save
through an agency approved by and
paying commissions to the county
board, and all for the professed purpose of preventing some few teachers
being employed whose only recom
mendation is that they are related to
or are favorite ef some school direc
tor. This happens some times and is
bad but the cure is a thoussmd times
worse than the disease.
It would be proper for a rural
school district to incorporate ' its
Schools and thus get out from under
this liability to tyranny. We do not
charge that all county school boards
use their opportunity to graft or for
political purposes, but, when we find
rural school boards compelled to buy
furniture' from certain agents when
they wish to take advantages of better prices and better goods from some
other agency, it looks suspicious to
say the least.
,

ed
g:

Wm. G. Johnson's new residence is
nearing completion and is a decided
addition to the good residences of

invite your attention to

The New

m

OVERLANDJFOUR

,

Auto

and the
MAI TAG Power Washing Machines.

s
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Justice and family havs
returned from their vacation trip
They traded their little car at
Las Vejas for a new Buick, and
took the Cimarron Canyon-Tao- s
trip to Santa Fe. They are back
C. L.

hc,sJr.atwor lc' v

.cy,

BORN: Thursday morning to
Mr. and lire. Alvin Lusk, a bouna
ing 7 4 pound boy. The par.
3--

ents are rejoicing but not half
aa noisily as are Grandpa and
Grandma,' F. A. Bruce, who wel
come a boy to the family even if
he cant wear the family name,
Copy came for a newy lot of
Liberty items and a graphic ac
count of the barbecue at the Roy
ranch last Ciiljay. Sorry, but
it came too late to send to the
machine and we shy from three
hours of
on our bus
hand-settin- g

iest day.
x

NOTICE

0

To Whom It May Concern:
Having assumed all the interests and obligations of the Russel Company, on and fter August 9th, 1920, 1 will be responsible only for those obligations
which I may incur personally,
Wolcott L. Russel

O. K.d

Dr. H. B. Ames of Alva, Okla.,
with his family, drove through in a
car and arrived last Friday to visit
The following is the report of
his nephew, Joseph M. Ames and the auditing committee appointfamily. Dr. Ames purchased the Geo.
ed to audit the books of the Red
N. Ames farm last year and he is
Cross Secretary the past year-- Red
is
mesa
well pleased with the way this
advancing.
Cross books audited up to

father of J. D. Wade, July
the blacksmith, left this week for
Mr. Wade,

Okla., to visit his youngest
daughter, whom he has not seen for
some time. He finds the altitude here
a little too high for him.

and found correct.

1, 1920

EarlMcMinimy,
JTC'.' Hester.
C. L. Justice.

Gould,

Born, to Lieut, and Mrs. James
(ylinton Bowen, the proud and happy
born'
parents, a big, fine super-boSaturday, August 7th. The Lieut,
promises to let him play on the Roy
ball team when they show proficiency
enough to warrant it, and in the
meantime he wouldn't trade places
y,

with either of the candidates
President.

for

this
A conservative, estimate places
below
year's wheat crop on this mesa
crop, and
one fourth of last year's
many
the
for
reason
principal
the
expenses
harvesting
fields not paying
Wad 11 the wheat
g
iaie jjiuuniife. "
.days
last year been planted 30 to 60
crop
year's
of
this
story
the
earlier,
different.
would have been far
G. R. Abernathy finished harvestharding wheat this week, his crop is

but ia
that.
at
it
of
most
over
good
Virgil Anderson started threshing pretty
combined
the
in
believer
firm
a
is
He
He
Monday with his big steam outfit.
as the most econombegan on Doc. Brown's field just west header-threshway of harvest wheat.
easiest
and
ical
of town.
ly up to his nine year average,

0
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Aug.

A

Bulk Hominy,

10c

Bulk Coffee,

30c

Corn Meal, 251b, sack. $1,40
Work Shirts, 2.25 value,, $1.75

'

,.

Russel Company

p

The
will greet you next
week under new ownersjtiip mi
management, The rest of the sto
ry will keep till next

Mrs. Henry Stone returned home
Saturday from Tucumcari, where she
has been in a hospital for two weeks,
being obliged to go to the hospital
from the train on which she was returning home, from a visit in Texas.
Mrs. J. P, Reynolds, the muShe is still very ill. A lady friend accompanied her Tor á Visit which they sic teacher, returned to Roy this
'
had planned at her canyon home. She week. She is convalescing from
is at the home of her daughter, Mrs. a serious illness,
R. Kilmurray, in Roy.

,

S--

Adios

r

V em Carurus has leased the
gpfaiie in the Kitchell Block and
will do repair work on all makes
of cars.1 He will be glad to meet
old friends at the new place,

Roy.

.

We

y

31

,

Picnic Hams,
,

'.

i.

,"''

'

'

1

.32c,

per lb.
'

(

:

(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

'

c

THE

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE

persons were killed- and
twelve Injured In a munitions factory
explosion near Prague.
Armistice negotiations between the
Poles and the Bolshevists have been
broken off and Polish delegates have
returned to Warsaw.
Twenty-on-

IN PARAGRAPHS

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
Ualon News Service.

Two men were killed, one was serimen more
ously Injured and thirty-twor less seriously hurt In a series of
riots which occurred In Denver as result of Train strike.
o

Eighteen persons were reported

In-

jured when Oregon Short Line train,
Butte, Mont, to Salt Lake, was derailed near Downey. Nine of the
twelve coaches of which the train was
mode up were overturned.Seeing that a train was about to
crash Into an Ice truck he was driving,
Earl Makham, a nephew of Edward
Markham, the poet, threw two boys
who were riding with him to safety,
but himself suffered Injuries from
which he died.
A fire tn the Kootenai forest. In
northwestern Montana, burning over
an area of 3,200 acres, fire fighters
who said they had been around the
blaze reported to the headquarters of

the federal

forest

service

district

No. 1.

Thre men are reported to have been
killed, many Injured and several
homes of foreign residents fired In
West Frankfort, I1L, 104 miles south of
St. Louis, by a mob bent on avenging
the murder of Amlel Calcaterra, 10
years old, and Tony Hempel, 18, both
of West Frankfort.
Miss Carrie Cunningham, 28 years
old, was shot to death by Theodore
Osweller, Jr., a banker of Shulte, Kan.,
on the steps of St. Mary's cathedral at
Wichita, as she, her mother and sister,
were entering to attend mass. Osweller shot through the pocket of his
coat.

Lieut. Ormer Locklear, daredevil air
pilot, whose stunts of lenplng from one

already are threatening the Persian
capital of Teheran.
Count Salvetierr, former governor
of Barcelona, was seriously wounded
at Valencia when an attempt was made
to nssassinate him. His sister-ln-luwas killed and his wife badly hurt. A
bomb was thrown at their carriage.
About fifty American women and
children have left Warsaw recently.
The only women remaining ore wel
fare workers, who have been assured
of transportation should the capital be
directly menaced by the Bolshevists.
Great Britain hns begun war prepar
ations to Intervene In behalf of PolSteps are being taken for the
and.
mobilization of the British army on a
war footing. The government Is reported to be considering the calling of
volunteers for service in Poland.
Lower California Is In a state of
blockade, the Mexican government
proclaimed.
Instructions were for
warded to Iglesias Calderón, Mexican
representative at Washington, to ad
vise the State Lepartment that the
ports of Lower California were closed.
Fighting continues In the. regions
disputed by Armenia and Azerbaijan.
The Armenians have met with success
In Chaour from which
they have
driven the soviet troops and occupied
Nouri Pasha,
the city of Gueroussl.
brother of Enver Pasha, Is trying to
gnther bands In the Chaous region to
fight the Armenians.
The king received John II. Fahey,
former president of the United States
Chamber of Commerce, accompanied
by A. B. Dennis, American commercial
attache at Rome, in an audience at the
Qulrlnnl palace. The Informal conversation, lasting half hour, had the as
pect of a talk any business man In
Italy would have with two American
business men.
An agreement for final disposition
of Valona has been signed by Italian
and Albanian representatives at Durazzo. Under Its terms Italy renounces
claims to Cape Llnguetta and Cape
Thefortl, which command the approaches to Valona by sea and on
which the Italians had Intended to
build forts, but retains the Island of
Sasseno, which commands
the ap
proach to Valona from the northwest.
Grave statements concerning Italy's
food position were made in ihe cham
her by Signor Solerl, the food commissioner.
The harvest was diBiip
pointing, he reported, and despite requisitioning there would be only
twelve Instead of the 40,000,000 quia
tals of wheat It had been hoped to ob
tain. To meet the needs of the popu
lation, the commissioner explained,
Italy would be required to purchase
broad about 30,000,000 quintals.

plane to another In midair have
thrllfed thousands, Is dead. His plane
crashed from a height of 2,000 feet
while he was engaged In nlghtflylng
for the movies. With him died Lieut
Milton Elliott, his pal and pilot In all
his
stunts.
Arthur Thomas, an employé of the
city electric light plant at Fremont,
Neb., was saved from death by a blow
on the Jaw. He had taken hold of a
plug which had become charged with
a short circuit and could not free him
self. Clyde Newton, a fellow worker,
saw his predicament and swung his
right fist to the point of Thomas' Jaw, GENERAL
knocking him several feet away.
After shooting and killing his father
at Falrvlew, N. J., In defense of his
WASHINGTON
mother, Louis F. Gross, Jr., 21 years
Maj. Gen. Frank Mclntyre has been
old, telephoned to the police and awaitreappointed chief of Insular affairs.
ed arrest.
Authority for the railroads to in
A national convention of postmasters
crease revenues by approximately one will be held In
Cincinnati Sept
billion and a half dollars has been
according to announcement of Post
granted by the Interstate Commerce master Colin M. Selph,
president of the
Commission.
National Association of Postmasters.
A body blow at profiteering In coal The national gathering will supplant
was struck by the Interstate Com- the
conventions this year, he
merce Commission, when It ordered all said.
railroads to cease the practice of re- Alexander Jaunulksa, said to be an
conslgnlng coal cars more than once.
International anarchist, sought by the
Commercial traffic through the Pan allied governments for five years, was
ama canal set a new record in the fis arrested at Chicago, and with him wot
cal year, according to official reports token documentary evidence said by
received at Washington. A total of police to show he was the head of an
2,478 commercial craft with an aggre "underground" system of communica
gate tonnage of 8,545,000 made the tion between radicals of this country
and abroad.
transit
By a decision rendered by the compJohn W. Davis, American ambassatrailer of the treasury, a liberal boun dor to Great Britain, will sail for the
United States on the steamship Olym
ty la granted to marines upon re-ell8tment. Under the decision the boun pic, Aug. 18. It Is officially announced
ties range from two months' full pay, he will be nwoy for three months.
at the rate of pay last drawn, for a The Kentucky state wool pool, in.
two-yeenlistment, to three months eluding more than 700,000 pounds
pay for a three-yea- r
enlistment and from many countries In the state, will
four for a four-yea- r
enlistment
be stored In warehouses here until the
Increased revenue, officially esti- market breaks favorably for the grow
mated at $100,000,000 annually, will ac ers.
Sensation followed sensation In the
crue to the treasury In the advance in
railroad transportation rates. The unprecedented career of Charles Ponzl
added Income, officials at Washington of Boston, variously known as the "50
said, would be derived from Increased per cent Interest king" and the "posttransportation taxes paid by the pub age stamp king of Pie alley," who
lic as well as through operation of claims to have made $12,000,000 In a
the income and excise provisions of few months by manipulation of for
eign exchange. The United States govthe revenue laws.
Imports of foodstuffs Into the United ernment Is Investigating the finance
States during the fiscal year Just end wizard's accounts.
Gaston Chevrolet set a new world's
ed Increased by more than $680,000,000
over 1919, while exports In 1920 show record for 100 miles over a dirt track
a decrease of more than $360,000,000, at Columbus, Ohio, when he covered
according to foreign trade figures Is the century without a stop In 89 minsued by the Department of Commerce. utes and 23 seconds. He drove the
Foodstuffs Imported totaled $1,513, same Frontenac car with which he
776,309, compared with $832,422,991 in won the $80,000 Indianapolis Decora
Exports amounted to $2,141, tion day race. The former record of 91
1919.
193,130, as against $2,502,852,400
dur minutes and 30 seconds was set by
Tom Alley at Minneapolis In 1914.
ing 1919.
Jock Hutchinson of Glenvlew Club,
Deputy Sheriff Harry Worden was
Instantly killed, another deputy sheriff Chicago, won the open golf championwas wounded and two alleged bandits ship of the Western Golf Association
were shot in a gun fight between at Olympic fields with 296 strokes for
boles, just one stroke unsheriffs officers and a gang of rob- seventy-twbers who held up and robbed the der the score of Barnes of St Louis,
Fanners' State Bank at Gross Lake, who had the title three years.
twelve miles east of Jackson, Mich.
Fifty federal and United States post
Captain Rudolph W. Schroeder, hold- al agents Monday evening surrounded
er of the world altitude record, will and caught a negro in a swamp near
pilot the American army plane In the Egg Harbor, N. J., n connection with
Gordon Bennett International cup race the kidnaping of the Coughlln child
to be held In France the last week of at Norristown, Pa., several months
September, It was aniuuneed at the ago. The man confessed stealing the
child.
War Department
hair-raisin- g
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CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
Soviet Russia hns followed up Its
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
successes ugulnst Poland with a thrust
Into southwestern Asia and Its forces
THE WORLD.
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REDS ATTACK

MARKET

OUTER FORTS
OSTROLENKA

Newpapr

TURED

Union News Service,

DENVEIl MARKETS.
Cuttle.
Beef steers, grass and dry
fed
12. 0014.00
Beet steers, grass fed. good
to choice
12, 0012.50
Beef steers, grass fed, fair
to good
9. 6011.25
,
Heifers, prime
9,
Cows, good to choice.....
8.
Cows, fair to good
6, 2.1
7.75
Stocker cows
S. 75
6.75

Cutters

. ,

4, SOW

50

Canners ,
J 0(1 W 4.25
4. 25$ 6.75
Kuiis
Veal calves
8. 0012.00
Feeders, good to choice... 8. 00i 8.50
Feeders, fair to good
7. 00 ii 8.00
Stockers, good to choice.. 7. 00ÍÍ 8.00
Stockers, fair to good.... "6. 60 0 7.50
Hogs,
Sheen.

i.nO
8.50

S.Sftffl
8.00

7.60 3 8.00

Dressed Poultry,
following
prices on dressed
U. 13. Denver.
45
No. Is
Turkeys, old toms
40
Hens, lb
,
34
Ducks, younir
.10
S36
Geese
25
Itoostura ,
23
25.
The

pouiiry are net F.
Turkeys,

Poultry.
lbs. or over....

1,1

BEEN

New Mexico
and Arizona

CAP.

OF WAR-

SAW, IS REPORT.
Western Newspaper Union News Servlcs.

ALLIES WILL AID POLES

british ships ready to force
blockade poles holding
Along bug.
Weatern Newspaper Union News Barrios.

Turkeys. 10
Hens, lb
Ducklings
Goslings
Broilers, 1920 crop
Cocks

turning the Bolshevists' fire.
The Moscow government has notified the British government that it
bus been urranged for Polish delegates
to cross the Russian front on the evening of Aug. 0, and for armistice and
peace negotiations to begin at Minsk,
Aug. 11.

Warsaw. Oslrolenkn, northeast of
hns been captured by the
Bolshevists after two days of fighting.
Premier Wltos in a statement to Polish newspaper men, said the government would remain In Warsaw Indefi-

SO

30

S3
25
22
43

20
40

It

nitely.

Heaviest fighting since the Bolshevist offensive began a month ago Is
count
J12.2512.50 developing along the Bug, where both
jusi on, per aoz
34j .
sides are throwing In all their forces.
Towns and points of vantage change
Ilutter.
hands daily, but the Polish official
Creamery, first grade
57
communique Interprets the battle as
Creamery, second grade
50
48
Process Butter
49
for the Poles. The Poles
successful
Packing stock
40
have retaken Terespol. It hns changed
hands several times. South of
Ilutter Fat.
where Poles drove the Reds
Direct
54
58
ty&l)
Station
48
across the Bug, the Poles have taken
Mokan.
lrri.lt.
Poland is uneasy over its inability
Apples, new, Colo., box
J3.003.50
Cantaloupes, standard crts.. 4.604(5.00 to have Its note to the Soviet accept0.(0 ing the proposal to send delegates to
aui.iuupcfl, yuny CIttieg....
Watermelons
2.00 3.00
Minsk for negotlutions received by the
Moscow wireless operators. NewspaVegetables.
Asparagus, lb
S
.13
pers declare that the Bolshevists are
.15
8.50 Ü 9.00
lieans, navy, cwt
playing for time. .
Beans, Pinto, cwt
6.000 6.75
Beans, Lima, lb
The foreign office has announced
'2 if .25
Beans, green, lb
04
.05
that the Soviet wireless operator at
Beans, wax, lb
04 ful
.05
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches .30(0) .40
Moscow has refused for a third time
Beets, cwt
3.00
4.00
to receive Poland's message announcCabbage, Colo., cwt
2.00ij 2.25
ing she would send delegates to a
Carrots, cwt.
4.004Í 5.00
10
Cauliflower, lb
.12
peace conference at Minsk. The SoH. H. Cucumbers, doz..,. 1.50$ 1.75
viet operator declared he was too
.40
Leaf lettuce, h. h.. doz...
.50
Lettuce, head, doz
90$ 1.00
busy.
3.50
Oniona, Colo., cwt.
4.10
Prior to his refusal Poland received
10$ .12
Green peas, lb
Peppers
10
.15
a
wireless from Moscow expressing
Potatoes, new
3.00$ 3.25
surprise that the Polish peace delegaRadishes, lung h. h
20W
.20
v
rtWdlshes. round h. h
204
.30
tion had not yet gone to Minsk.
.03$ .04
lihubarb, lb
Spinach
04$ .05
Turnips, cwt
6.00
Washington.
Indications that the
Polish government still was in WarHAY AJV1) CHAIN.
saw were contained In advices reGrill ll.
by the Polish legation.
The
Buying prices (bulk) carloads, F. O. ceived
military situation was described as Ima. Denver:
Corn, No. 3 yellow
$2.90 proved.
2.85
Corn, No. 3 mixed
Volunteers have reached the army
per
Oats,
cwt.
3.00
Barley, per cwt...,
2.3t under General Haller defending Warsaw from the north, the advices statHay.
Timothy, No. 1, ton
there
329.00 ed, and ' the Poles' position
Timothy, No. 2, ton
28.00 strengthened.
South Park, No. 1, ton
28.00
South Park, No. 2, ton
26.00
The fourth army defending
Alfalfa, ton
25.00
also has been strengthened,
1,
No.
Bottom,
ton
Second
23.00
Second Bottom, No. 2, ton
21.50 advices add.
Straw
10.00
The Polish foreign office denied reports that eighty Jewish municipal
HIDES AND riCl.TS.
councillors had been condemned to
Dearer Price 1,1st.
death. Several Jewish municipal ofDry Flint Hides.
ficials were arrested, the foreign ofButcher, 16 lbs, and up
22
said, but were liberated.
fice
Butcher, under 16 lbs
.22
Fallen, all weights
20
13
Hulls and stags
Culls
12
Five Killed in Trolley Accident
Dry Salt hides, 6c per lb. less.
Orion, Mich. Five persons were
Dry Flint Pelts.
an automobile Wat struck
Wool pelts ..'
is killed when
The
Short wool pelts
10 by an lnterurban car near here.
07 occupants, all members of one family,
liutcher shearings
No, 2 murrain shearings
05
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelta .07 were hurled 200 feet. The dead were :
Green Salted Hides,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Spies, their son,
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, 'No. 1
10 Arthur; his wife and his son.
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up. No.
09
Bulls. No. 1
08
Wooden Ship Worthies.
07
Bulls. No. 2
., .06 Washington. The greatest fleet of
Glues, hides and skins....
Kip, No. 1
12
Kip, No. i
.10 wooden ships In the world Is being
Calf, No. I
20 mobilised
in the James river by the
Calf, No. 2
18
There
Branded Kip and calf, No. 1
12 United' States 8hlpplig board.
Branded Kip and calf. No. 2
n are about 100 there and there will be
Part cured hides, 2c per lb, less 170 eventually. The government conthan cured.
Green hides, 4c per lb. less than structed 300 or more wooden ships
cured.
during the war at a cost of 1250,000,-000- ,
Green Salten Horsehldes.
the greater part of which was
No. 1
S5.005.50 poured Into the South for the purpose
No. 3
4.0044.&0
of utilizing southern timber. The deHeadless, 60c less.
Ponies and glue
2.5003.60 sign of the ships was altered three
times before the southern timber could
be utilized, but in the end the craft,
EASTERN LIVE STOCK.
which were generally of 3,500 tons,
At Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 6. Cattle Desirable proved unavailable for war transporhandy weight steers and best yearlings tation purposes.
steady to strong, other grades slow
and steady; best handy weight, $16.60;
Delivers Transcontinental Mail.,
bulk, choice all weight,. $16.0016.40;
Oakland, Calif. Two
air
bulk good steers, $9.60014.00; good she
stock strong to 25 cents higher at $9.75 planes that left New York City on July
mtpnAv
12.60: medium
ItniiM 29 to blaze a trail for a transcontinent
1.60; canners and cutters, $4.0006.00; al aerial mall service, landed at an
puns nrm, noiogna mostly 16.601017. 50:
Oakland flying field, Aug. 8. J. M. Lar-secalves slow. 25 cent Inwr- hnllr
phnim ' llfi An- thi ft ftn ' Inn IK41.
and
owner of the planes, delivered to
:
stockers slow to lower.
Hogs Market mostly 15 to 25 cents Postmaster Joseph J. Rosebrough a
higher, poorer grades up most; top, package of New York mall, constitut
116.36: bulk liirht and hutcher
u
bulk packing sows, $13.650 ing what was said to be the first
Í916.26;
4.00; pigs steady to 25 cents higher; transcontinental aerial mall delivery
bulk, $14516.2i.
on record.
ituHv In I
lowe; toj western lambs,
$14.60;
strictly food nativa. 114 noSailors Attack Police Station.
choice ewes largely ' $$.0008.26; good
medium wethers, $9.26; feeder lambs.
Revere, Mass. Five sailors were se
$11.50012.00.
verely wounded and a score of men received minor Injuries In a battle at ReChita
Cash Grain.
A
Chlraflro.
Wheiit Hn 9
e4QA
vere Beach between Metropolitan park
'
'
1.23; No. 2 hard, $2.1903.24.
who were barricaded In the po
police,
Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.40 01.41$. ; No.
lice station, and several hundred atI yellow, $1.4001.42.
Out. No. Í whit ' It U ff)i7i.
tacking sailors, marines and soldiers.
white; 676710.
The battle, precipitated by the attempt
Rye No. 2, $1.68 1.71.
of a police officer to arrest a sailor on
Barley 93c$1.07.
Timothy Seed $8.60010.00.
a charge of drunkenness, raged two
Clover Seed $26.00036.00.
hours and was only quelled when
Pork Nominal.
Lard $17.90.
troops, sailors and police aided the
Bibs 115.00016.25.
Metropolitan
Kggs.
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Decrease of $7,250,000 In assessed
valuation of Yavapai county, Arizona,
mines, as the result of the assessments by the State Tax Commission,
was announced by the Board of Supervisors. Increase In the county assessor's rolls In assessments on other
classes of property brought the net
oss In valuation this year as compared
with 1919 down to $14,022,000.
A balance of $127,926 Is on hand, according to a statement of administration of the Arizona state institutions
furnished to Governor Thomas E.
Campbell by Clayton Bennett, secretary to the board of directors of state
institutions. There Is a balance credited to every Institution of the state
with the exception of the state hospital, which shows a deficit directly
due to the added number of Inmates
together with the increased cost of
clothing, foodstuffs and wages.
The
deficit amounts to $16,179.54 and will
be cared for from the emergency fund.
AlUs, Tailor, a
North
Carolina boy, sentenced to a year in
prison and to whom Governor Blckett
extended a pardon on condition that
he enlist In the army or navy, will not
be allowed to take advantage of his
opportunity, according to a statement
given out by Adjntant General Harris,
who heads the army's recruiting division. "Neither the army nor the navy
is permitted to accept any man for enlistment," he said, "who has done
time."
'I

Tenn.-'-
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state attended.
James Nations, a Grant county, N.
M boy, hns been notified by the adjutant general of the United States army
of the award of a distinguished service medal for extraordinary heroism
in action during the late war. Nations
won the medal as a result of rare bravery near Flevllle, France.
Mesqulte honey Is finding its way
to the East to vie for favor with the
famed clover honey of New York
state and other rival flavors. Bee men
along the Salt River valley report the
best season they have ever known,
and say that mesquite honey is selling
at an average of $6,000 a car load,
Clyde M. Ney, a mining engineer,
was instantly killed In a blast in the
Old Dominion mine at Globe, Áriz.
Ney Is said to have been engaged in
measuring work done by men working
on contract when he walked Into the
blast unconscious of danger. Life was
txtlnct when workmen found the body
three minutes after the blast.
Frank P. Davis and Alexander McDonald recently found, oh their holdings on Squaw creek, what is said to
5e the largest tin nugget ever found
aot only In this country, but In the

officers.

Í

.

knoxvllle,
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W. Gillespie, formerly 'cashier of
the American National Bank In Silver
City, was shot and instantly killed In
Corona.
The total valuation of Arizona railroads for 19120 placed at $101,004,-850.0an Increase of $1,000,000 over
the valuation of 1912.
Arizona, third in schools, and New
York; thirteenth, or the youngest state
ten points aliead of one of the thirteen origlnul states.
Teresa Jimenez, aged 22 years, was
shot and Instantly killed by Jose Porros during a quarrel at the Jimenes
home In Church Canon, near Miami.
The annual convention of the Liga
Protectora Latina will be held in Tucson In September. More thun 140 delegates from various parts of the state
are expected to attend.
New Mexico Is the latest state In the
Union to follow the example of Arizona, the recognized leader in tax conferences, and will hold Its first tax
conference this summer.
L. B. McMullen of Greeley, Colo.,
former vice president of the Valley
City, N. D., Normal School, will be
president of the Northern Arizona
Normal School, Flagstaff, succeeding
J. O. Creager, resigned.
John Stark, manager of the Walnut
Creek Mining Company, which was
the Teerless mine, reports that the
work of unwaterlng the old mine Is
progressing nicely and the .survey of
the mine hns been made possible.
surrender was deUnconditional
manded of Gov. Esteban Citntu of the
northern district of Lower California
by the representatives of Provisional
President del a Huerta, who recently
conferred with him at Mcxfr-n.II- .
According to reports thnt have come
to Yumn, the Yuma country is going
to have one of the finest cotton crops
In the history of cotton raising, Southwest Cotton Company erecting two
large gins, one In Yuma and the other
in Somerton, costing $55,000 each.
An attempted jail delivery was made
at Phoenix when prisoners attacked
Night Jailer John Isaacs, overpowered
him, bent him, took bis keys and
choked him with a towel. The plan
was frustrated when a trusty summoned deputies by hammering cn a
cell.
The meeting of the executive board
of the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association, which was held
In Silver City, was one of the busiest
Besides
In the history of the board.
the members of the board many of the
stockgrowers In different parts of the
-
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Hill Says Lydia L Pinkkm's
Vegetable Compound Removed
The Cause.

lln.

J.

London, Aug. 9. The outer forts of
14.QO15.00 Warsaw have been under bombardment since lust week, says a wireless
114.00014 25 dispatch from Berlin. Toles are re-
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BACK HURT

Southwest News

trouDie. i was
three years with
these troubles and

:

ii.

doctors did me no
Ynnr med
icine helped my sis

Mil

ter

III

bo

she aavisea

it

I took
me to take
Lydia E. Pinkhara'a
Vegetable Com- rotund anH tlinT.ivAP
Pills and used Lydia E. Pinkham's
T am mall mb n
n
i r TIT
vua
BIU
WHOM CU1U UVVV
OUUaUYV
eat heartily and work. 1 give you my
You
medicines.
great
thanks for your
may publish my letter and I will tell
everyone
what your medicines did for
me, "-Pearl Hill, 418 Jacksboro
St, Knoxville, Tennessee.
Hundreds of such letters expressing
's
gratitude for the good Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has accom- plished are constantly being received,
proving the reliability of this grand old
remedy.
If you are ill do not drag along am)
continue to suffer day in and day out but
at once take Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, a woman'!
remedy for woman's ills.
I
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'
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Janitor's

OF

IDEA

DUTY

Sense of Responsibility
Embarrassing In This
Particular Case,

Somewhat

The principal of a city school building is still young and has a very atOccasionally
he
tentive admirer.
comes to the school building after
her and takes her home in his roadster. The other afternoon she was
finishing reports and the young man
came into her room until she was
ready to go.
The Janitor finished his work and
she told him he could leave whenever he wished to do so, and they
would close the building. But still he
The next
lingered until they left
morning he explained his stay by remarking that he was late getting
"But you
home the evening before.
could have gone home," reminded the
principal "I told you we would close
up."
"Yes, I know," he returned, "but yon
see. Miss T , It's this way. The board
holds me responsible for this building
and I'm not willing to leave it in
charge of a perfectly strange man."

ASPIRIN
Nine "Bayer"

on Genuind

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" is g .aniñe Aspirin proved safe by millions
and prescribed by physicians for over
twenty years. Accept only an unbroken
"Bayer package" which contales proper
directions to relieve Headacne, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Colds and Pain. Haody tin box of 12
tablets cost few cent.
also
sell larger "Bayer packites," Aspirin

Dm,its

trade mark Bayer Manufacture
of Sallcyllcaddr-Ad- T.

Is

Double Meaning.
Dr. Alonso Ethelbert Watkine, the
memory expert of Chicago, said the
other day In an address:
"Another way to cultivate the memory Is by pictures by the pictorial
method, as we call
For Instance,
suppose you want to remember the
poet Robert Burns. Well, then, you
picture to yourself a policeman in
flames. Bobby Burns, see? Ha, ha,

it

ha!"

"Doctor, a question I" yelled a man
In

the gallery.

Itr

"Well, what is
asked the memory expert
"How are me to know," yelled the

gallerylte, "that your picture doesnt
represent Robert Brownlngf

8outhrn

Confectionery.
Dey got cherries an"
strawberries an' all kinds of fruit
covered with candy.. What kind shall
"Gee whlsl

I get

Rastusr

"Give me a

rmelonsNew

wate-

chocolate-coate- d

York Central Magaiine.

Still, a man never seems anxious
to marry a woman who isn't afraid of
mouse.
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Can't, Teach Old
Dog New Tricks

AVIATOR
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STYLE

Englishman Want to Slip Garment on
Over His Head, and He Wants
the Collar Button to Touch
Hit Neck, Too.
London. "You can't teach an old
dog new tricks" Is true when It comes
to the question of how an Englishman
puts on his shirts. Just a few minutes
ago the writer went Into a haberdashery shop In the Strand.
"Do you want your shlrta cut English fashion or American T" asked the

fitter.

those coat shirts wear out quicker in.
the laundry." What can you do with
that kind of man?
W. Pett Ridge, the English writer
and novelist, said the Americans
would better change the subject So
he asked what was the difference between the English speech and the
American.
Somebody said the American speech was a bit louder. "Yes, you
have hit it," he said. "Only you stress
the unessential word. Your the' and
'to,' etc."
Another Englishman said : "We will
settle it this way. Your shirts are
better and speech worse. But in most
things we break about even. But do
you know what John Hay said when he
returned from the embassy here?' All
asked for Hay's speech. Here It Is:
"I never saw a street fight in England; I never heard a story that
couldn't be repeated in the company
of ladles; I never heard a real cuss
word used."
"Where did Hay live?" one Englishman-

"Why, what's the dlfferencer he
was asked.
"You see, an Englishman won't have
a coat shirt; he wants to slip it on
over his head," said the shlrtmaker.
The fitter then told of several Incidents about his countrymen who came -asked.
Into this particular shop. The other
"No," said another. "You are both
day one customer was thoroughly an- right; we break even on those things
gry. He had been sold a dozen Ameri- too."
can coat shirts.
"I can't get into them," he said.
"All right, we will sew them up,"

had bought
some American Bhlrts and came back
with them in a very bad temper.
"What do you mean by selling me
shirts without a collar buttonhole in
the back?" was his objection. "Why,
I had to cut a hole through with a
penknife."
The polite salesman tried to show
his customer the benefit of the American shirts ; how fine It was not to have
the collar button touch the neck. But
he would have none of those kind of
shirts.
"Why," said he, "I can't reach the
back of my neck to put the button
in."
"You dont have to," said the fitter
"put it in before you put your shirt

'

Tokyo. Lieutenant Ferrarin, one of
the two Italian airmen who flew from
Rome to Tokyo, encountered such
rough air conditions while crossing
Korea thi he became seasick.
"In my entire flying experience," he
said, "I had never before encountered
such conditions. The machine pitched
like a small boat in a heavy swell, and
for the first time In my Ufe I knew
what it was to be seasick.
"The most exciting part of my trip
occurred in Asia Minor," he added,
"about 100 miles from Aleppo, where
I was subjected to heavy nitxhlne gun
fire by the Arab rebels."

Wife Nagged on Trolley;
Conductor Gets Divorce

Vollntine,
boy,"
who was left $1,000,000 when he was
14 and found himself
an unwilling
husband at 18, Is at last free to marry
the sweetheart of his school days,
Miss Mildred Wessner.
Judge Adam A. C. Cllffe In the Kane
county circuit court at Geneva granted
his plea for an annulment of his marriage to Nora Udstad Vollntine. The
latter Is said to have withdrawn her
opposition following a settlement of
approximately $10,000.
Vollntine, who Is now 23 years old,
told Judge Cllffe he was attending the
at
Military academy
Northwestern
Lake Geneva, Wis., when, on Oct. 27,
1915, J. Bruce Amell, now assistant
state's attorney of Kane county, and
Dr. Eugene Pritchard, the Vollntine
family physician, appeared at the
school and told him he would have to
marry Miss Udstad.
A warrant had
been taken out for his arrest, he said
they told him.
He said he was brought to Chicago

divorce from Alice V. Stockfleth
In
Superior Judge Morgan's
court in San Francisco. Stockfleth said his wife would board
his car and berate him for answering questions of passengers.
More than that, she never paid
any fare when she started out
on a nagging expedition.
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That made the Britisher angry.
"
"I won't do It," he said. "I always
put my collar buttons In after my shirt
is on my back. And I won't have you
"
'
tell me how to do It."
Bars Hangers on Shirts.
Though unconvinced on that point
the salesman tried to tell the Englishman how fine it was to wear a coat
shirt; that it didn't ruffle up one's
At an amusement park in England
hair when put on. "No, you can't sell patrons of the place thrilling rides.
me those shirts. I comb my hair after I pet my shirt on. Besides," said
this customer, "I don't want hangers
on my shirts."
The writer told shopkeepers that
coat shifts had not had a long history
in America. "Well, you see," said he,
"an Englishman learns how to put on
a shirt when a little boy, and he won't
change."
This particular shop has a customer Most Powerful Airplane Engine
who has bought the same color shirts
Ever Built in United States
for forty years, and he insisted on
Made in Detroit
that color all during the war. Another
customer for sixty years, now dead,
always bought one color of neckties
red.
INTENDED FDR GENERAL USE
Races a "Function."
One London paper has a paragraph
about Walter Hagen taking off his
Driving Machine at 200
sweater just as he was about to make Capable of
Hour, Says Designer,
an
Miles
a drive. It simply isn't done here.
Liberty Motor Creof
One
Rather serious criticism greeted the
Is Fireproof.
ators
tenappearance
American
of
the
first
nis players because they dressed so
horsepower
Englishman
Detroit. A new
An
has his
sloppily.
trousers pressed for tennis Just as he airplane engine, the most powerful
has them pressed for dinner, and he ever built in this country and the most
usually wears a beautiful blue coat powerful in the world except for a few
racing freaks, has been completed here.
with brass buttons when he plays.
an
English
asked
friend It is expected to develop speeds far
The writer
why he always wore a silk hat and greater than anything yet achieved.
cutaway to the races. "Well, you see, In addition it is fireproof, and it can be
it's a function and I must," he re- started "cold" after a long dive, thus
ending two of the greatest dangers
plied.
All these differences were discussed that aviators have had to face.
by a group last night. The Americans
This announcement was authorized
rather convinced the Englishmen of by Col. Jesse G. Vincent, designer of

ft

,

Wttrn Nrwspnper

war tanks are being used to give the

Motor in World
the engine, who Is known as one of
the creators of the Liberty motor.
The new engine, In spite of Its great
power, is no freak. It Is Intended for
steady, long-tim- e
service, either for
heavy duty or for great speed, and is
designed for American quantity pro-

ft

DOAN'S
CO.
P05TER-MILBUK- N

,'

,,

specially-constructe-

BUFFALO. N. Y.

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difft
culty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles'

GOLD MEDAL
bring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseaiea. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
years. All drnggiata, ia three sisea.
Leak for Ik. bum Gold MxM mm mrw Ua

Aren't Wives Unreaeonable?
very well for you to preach
economy," said his wife, "but I notice
whenever I cut down expenses that
you smoke better cigars and spend
more money for your own pleasure
than at any other time."
"Well, confound It, what do you suppose I want you to economize for, anyway?" Boston Transcript.
"AH

"She
nished room," said Hatfield.
would not tell me where they were. If
I ever wanted to reach her, she said, I
need only address a letter 'General
Delivery, Chicago.'
"There was no trouble between lis.
Irene used to come home every Sunday. The last Sunday she was melancholy cried all day long. She'd had
spells of that kind ever since our first
baby died."
When the baby became sick, Hatfield hurried it to the home of his
mother-in-law- ,
Mrs. Emma Anderson
of 4001 North Mobile avenue. Then he
began to search for his wife.
A general delivery letter was dispatched. No reply. Hatfield procured
classified newspaper sections of the
He
date when his wife left home.
checked up over 200 addresses appearing In the "furnished rooms" column,
trudging from place to place In a
tireless, fruitless pilgrimage. Not even
a trace of his "lost" Irene.
Hatfield Is nearly frantic, for the
doctors tell him that before long little
Shirley will be toddling on the long,
long Journey, unblessed by a mother's
good-bkiss.
y

Choice of a Prophet
x
Jonah emerged.
"I certainly prefer a dark horse to
a dark whale," he cried.

Hervous

Spells-N-

ear

Heart Failure
Eatonic Stopped It
Mr. C B. Loats, writing from his
home at Lay, Md., says, "I had been
taking medicine from four specialists,
but believe me, friends, one box of
eatonic has done me more good than
all the remedies I have ever tried.
I was in awfully bad shape. About
hall an hour before meals. I got nervous, trembling and heart pressure so
bad I could hardly walk or talk. One
box of eatonic stopped It."
Eatonic quickly produces these truly marvelous results, because it takes
rfp the poisons and gases and car
rles them right out of the body.
Of course, when the cause is removed,
the sufferer gets well.
Everyone that wants better health Is
told to have Just a little faith enough
to try one box of eatonic from your
The cost is a trifle,
own druggist.
which he will hand back to yon If you
are not pleased. Why. should you suffer another day, when quick, sure relief, Is waiting for youT Adv.

Ctock Raising In

VESTEnn Ganada
as profitable as grain growing.
Successes as wonderful as those from
growing wheat, oats, barley, and flax
have been made in raiting Horaea,
Bright,
Cattle, Sheep and Hoga.
sunny climate, nutritious grasses,
good water, enormous fodder crops
these spell success to the farmer and
stock raiser. And remember, you can
buy oa eaiy terms
la

Farm Land at
to 030 an Aero
land equal to that which through

015

many yeara haa yielded from 20 to 45
bnihela of wbeat to the acre grating;
land convenient to good grain farma at
These lands
Kroportlonately low prices.
convenience; good
churches,
roads, telephonea,
ichoola,
etc., close to Uve towns and good markets.
It you want to get back to the farm,pos-or
to farm on a larger scale than Is
sible under your present conditions,
investigate what Westers Canada haa
to oiler yon.
For Illustrated literature with maps and
particulars regarding reduced railway
rates, location of land, etc, apply to
Dept. ot Immigration. Ottawa, Can.,
W.V.BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee BldgH Omaha, Neo.

r,

OnuiUnn

or

Ooyrnmnt Arnt.

Cuticura Soap
Clear the Skin

.

cam-sha-

t

-

Get Ooaa'eat Any Store, 60a a Bos

Who Got the Drop on These Diamonds?

cam-sha-

u

and languid. I uaed
three boxea of Doan's
Kidney FUla and they
me quickly i.
relieved
and atrengthened my
ynT-ktdneya."

After the Fashion Set by Fannie Hurst

New Type of War Craft Developed

V

waa alwaya tired out

E. Sullivan In Chicago when the Judge
entered a decree which made It possible for Robert Edwards, to become
Robert Edwards Ridgely and legally
assume his place as "one of the
a leading
Ridgelys of Springfield"
"there was a fashionable church wedfamily In the Illinois capital.
Attorney David B. Woodworth, rep- ding in Springfield, after the birth
resenting the young man, told the of the boy Robert.
"With his birth his parents strangestory.
"Toung Ridgely Is a son of Edward ly hid his existence from friends of
R. Ridgely, a national bank examithe family in Springfield. The boy
ner, who died a few years ago," the himself, through the years of his
attorney said: "He Is also a nephew childhood and education, was told by
of the late William Barrett Ridgely, his father that he was the son of a
In 1908,
very dear friend of the father's,
comptroller of the currency
and a nephew of Mrs. William A. named Edwards.
"It was - not until Robert's presVincent, widow of the late Judge."
Attached to the petition for a ence was necessary in a contest over
change of the name was a certified the will of his grandfather, Charles
copy" of a marriage license Issued In Ridgely, that the son learned his real
Little Rock, Ark., In October, 1883, to identity. Then his father and Judge
Edward Ridgely and Miss Fannie Vincent produced him in court as ons
Clark. According to the young man's of the heirs of the elder Rldgely's
petition, he Is a son of that union, $5,000,000 estate."
Eventually, the attorney said, Robhaving been born in St Louis.
"After the civil marriage In A- ert will receive a portion of the estate.
rkansas' said Attorney Woodworth,

duction methods.
Made for General Use.
While the men who are handling the
new engine expect that it will push a
plane at least 200 miles an hour, the
engine was not designed for this purpose alone, and Is capable of wide and
general use. It weighs only 1.94
pounds per horsepower.
The lessons which Colonel Vincent
learned during the war In his study of
the actual performance of the Liberty
motor, as well as of the best makes
from both allied and enemy countries,
are embodied In this design, and as a CHICAGO.

I

pains
would cut
through my kidneys. I

i

The domestic schedule
Hurst calls for husresult there are several notable adband and wife to breakfast together,
vances.
Most Important Is that the motor Is twice a week. Every Sunday has been
fireproof for all civil purposes. This the rule with Mrs. Irene Hatfield ever
has been attained by putting the car- since the monotony of home drove her
buretor below and outside of the crank Into the whirl of commerce.
daughter has
Now her
case, with all vents outside the cowling so that there is no possibility of been allotted by her physician a very
conflagration from a back fire. This short time to live, and Irene's husarrangement also has the advantages band, U. ,C. Hatfield, who manages a
that It gives gravity feod, thereby printing establishment at 6157 Weni-wort- h
avenue, cannot find her. About
eliminating the weight of extra piping
f
and of the feed pump, and that It a month ago his wife announced she
makes the carburetor much more ac- wanted to work. He had taught her
how to operate a typewriter.
cessible.
"She started out one Thursday
Valves
Changed.
Exhaust
and found ' herself a Job and a fur
Another change has been In providing two Inlet and two exhaust valves
for each cylinder, Instead of one. The
result has been a bigger and steadier
York. A bullet which
flow of gas to the cylinders, and a'
very high mean effective pressure even NEW
several diamonds In a $100,-00- 0
a
diamond necklace Is causing
at great speed. A double finger valve
Mrs. Gurnee
between
lift Is used, and this permits changes controversy
In the
meand rocker-arMunn, daughter of Rodman Wana-makeand the American Express
chanism which make this engine much
superior to any predecessor In the company.
f
troublesome matter of leakage from
Mr. Munn purchased the necklace
housing.
and sent it to his wife in Radnor, Pa.,
the
A third change is in the use of a but before she received it a bullet
single duplex carburetor, instead of had been fired into the package causw
the usual two carburetors. The diff- ing several thousand dollars' damage.
iculty of synchronizing the throttle and Mr. Munn claimed damages from the
altitude controls of two carburetors express company, but the latter, sethas always been a bugbear to aviators, ting forth that a receipt from the
but It had been felt that two or more Munn housekeeper shows the package
' ' ,
'"
were necessary to give the requisite was delivered in good order, has remu
"i , "''
flow of gas. It has been found In the fused to accept responsibility.
fíadsfKcrterf
tests, however, that this single duplex
Both sides have called in experts
gives splendid economy and other de- to decide whether the shot might have
tails which, In the opinion of Colonel been fired into the package before or
The latest development In war craft Is that of a mother ship for mine Vincent fully Justify the design. He after the outer wrappings had been
d
predicts that It Will promptly become removed. The company's theory ' Is
layers that Is also a battleship. It carries 12 small mine layers on
steel beds. Huge cranes which lift the mine layers bodily out of a universal practice with airplane
that somebody, after removing the
wrapping, flred at the box, fearing It
the water are on both sides of the YesseL
might be a bomb. The wrapping was

1

ache

strange story of hidden Identity
was told In the court of Judge Denis

Union

1

through the small of
my back, and a harp

A

Is Greatest Plane

600-60- 0

If

"One of the Ridgelys of Springfield"
case."

t

J

"poor little rich

in an automobile, and that Miss Udstad Joined the party here. They
then drove to Crown Point, Ind.,
where, he says, Amell told him he
would have to swear he was 21 years
old In obtaining a license. The marriage was performed and young Vollntine went back to school.
Four months later a baby girl was
born to Mrs. Nora Vollntine. Young
Vollntine denied parentage and produced Gustave Anderson of Grand
Rupids, Mich., who admitted he was
Mrs. Vollntine
the child's father.
then obtained alimony of $80 a month.
When America entered the war
young Vollntine went Into the army
and was studying aviation when the
armistice was signed. During his absence, Mrs. Amnion Wessner and her
daughter, Mildred, occupied his home.
In the meantime the court had reduced Mrs. Vollntlne's alimony from
$80 to $00 a month. She filed suit for
$50,000 damages against Miss Wessner
and the latter was ordered to come
into court and explain who purchased
fine
and
automobiles,
diamonds
clothes for her.
"Mildred and I have been sweethearts for years," Vollntine said.
"Now I hope we will be married be-flong."
"Our engagement never has been
broken," said Miss Wessner, who is
now 22. "We were engaged long before Dan was forced Into this elopement with this other girl. We became
engaged Dec. 23 1914."

It will be many
SPRINGFIELD,
of this
the
city stop talking over "the Ridjely

cí''

.

Daniel

III.

Mrs. Julia M. Oor- O'Nell Bt,
don, 25
Cheyenne, Wyo., saya:
.go
"Several yearswas suffering- with a
dull, heavy

III.

'

MTi"

A Wyoming Cue

Sorrows of a "Poor Little Rich Boy"

AURORA,

Accusing his wife of annoying
him while he went about his du
ties as a street car conductor,
William L. Stockfleth obtained a

9

But it keeps piling up, and

gives weak kidneys no lime to recover.
If your back is lame and achy and
your kidneys irregular; if you hare,
''blue apelli," sick headaches, nervous-neaidizzineM and rheumatlo pains,
use Doan'i Kidney PilU. They have
done wonders for thousands of worn out
women,

HrirCrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtr

"TO

"U

nnnumrV U Im tiirii fnr ft woman
who is half sick, nervous and always
tirad.

War Machine an Amusement Device

said the shirt fitter.
Another Englishman

Back Lame and Achy?

Tokyo.

Britisher Wear American Coat the advantages of American shirts,
but very reluctantly.
One of the
Shirt? No, Sir-eIt Simply
group whom the Americans thought
convinced blurted out "Well, you see,
Can't Be Done.
AGAINST

SEASICK IN THE AIR

ItaJlan Flyer Encounters Rough Air
Conditions on Trip to

,

FKKLY

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ft

AND OINTMENT

replaced when It was discovered what
the box contained, they allege, and
some one poked bis finger through the
paper to make It appear that the shot
had been flred whllft the package was

Seap

y.

tave Kurth, a former butler

the
home, who had been discharged, was
arrested and sent to prison.
In

Oiatauat 25 aid 50c, Talcam 25c

Stop Wasting Llilli

'

Intact.
Anyway, the Wanamakers are bomb-shA bomb was delivered at the
Wanamaker home at Tuxedo In an innocent-looking
wrapping. Albert Gus

25,

Bell your milk and ra le calves oa

A & C CALF MEAL
milk sella for.
.

XDY

for one third what
Order from teed and grain dealers.
CROWE.-

-

Mfrv. DENVER.

COLO.
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poetoRice in Roy, New Mexico

CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC
STATE CONVENTION
A st;.te democratic convention is
hereby called to be held in the opera
house in the city of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, on the 24th day of August,
1920, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon of
said day for the purpose of placing in
nomination candidates for the following offices:
Three candidates for presidential
electors:
One candidate for representative in
congress of the
h
the
United States:
And candidates for the following
state offices:
Governor.
Lieutenant governor.
Justice of supreme court;
Commissioner of public lands;
Member of state corporation commission;
Secretary of State;
State treasurer;
State auditor;
Attorney general;
Superintendent of public instruction.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

A. A. Wynne

General Blacksmith

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

and
Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Homestead Matters attended to,
Final
Filings,
Publications,
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

J.

'

.

D. Wade,

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

H-

......

j... ........

..

Miguel'---.----.-.----

-..-

,.

.L'...l

.

12

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Í

.

FILMS

EASTMAN

AND

Made by
"

ROBERTS

"

DAILY PAPERS

L.NE

COMPLETE

OF

Bohanon's
Barber bhop

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

J

For Sale Good buggy, Chas. De
Pew, Roy, N. W.

PERCIIERON STALLION
ON EASY PAYMENTS

Beck Motor Co.

4

v

ROY,

Thomas A. Whelan

Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

285 acres, 9 miles northeast
Roy. Stock and farm machinery
sale. Reason for selling, must get

Mother's Expressive Eyes.
Ella started to lift the baby from
Its crib, but caught her mother's eye,
and desisted. Afterward, she was overheard telling her playmate that she
knew when her mother didn't want
ber to do anything. "She doesn't have
to tell me," Ella added, "she Just
thinks stop, and I can see ber think."

'

S,. ..

i.

WE Use the Best Material we carl get

tE

MORA

fBSTRACT

Abstracts of all lands in Afora

'

When in Tucumcari visit my Shop on Main Street

County '
Prompt Service
.
Accurate Copy of Records

Has returned to Roy.

'

formerly known as

'

,

"Nic's Shoe Shop"

Proprietor,
Tucumcari, N. M.

Stock and Storage

Tanks,

Gasoline Engines &

Pumps;

Windmills; Well Casingj
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,

TIN

SHOP!

dec-jrat-

THE ROY TRUST
SAVINGS BANK
Roy, N. M.

AUCTIONEER!

POR SALE;- -- Pon Cart & harness, ju6t the thing for school
.')'children
--

-

...

Roll top desk1; flat top desk; typewriter desk; 2 revolving chairs; 6 office chairs, all like new, $250 cash or
will sell separately. Addres Box 448,
Raton, New Mexico.
Chummy Mexico.
In Mexico men and women in the
same social circle call each other by
their Christian nouios.

Col. F.O. White

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

, Advantege of AIL

-

Real Estate

:

and

Competent Clerk,- Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale ',""
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also madeat Spanish-America- n
office.

Spanish-America-

FOR SALE Good work inane,
C. C. NUCEN, RouU A, Roy.
t2pd.
o

office.

'

crank;' Leave a1
Harold Taylor'

FARM FOR SALE,".':,
I am again offering my farm of
320 acres, 8 miles east of Roy, for
gale, and .am pricing it to sell. This
is a choice farm on R., F. D., good
improvements, well and fence and
best of farm land. If you want a
farm, see me and let's talk trade.
RICHARD REYNOLDS,
Roy, N. M.

FOR SALE: 4 good workHor
ses, a geod Maltese Jack, good
heavy Wagon, Terms reasonable
Also 30 head of Cattle, 12 cows,
balance calves and yearlings.
T. A. SMITH, Roy. N. M.
FARM
FOR SALE The Paul
Westphal farm of 320 acres, 8 miles
N. E. Mills. Good house, barn, well
and fences, 150 acres broken, all
plow land. Priced to sell. One half
cash, balance easy terms.
ARNO
VOELKEL, Mills, N. M.

FOR SALE,
A Mogul Tractor, 30 h. p., drawbar
and 60 h. p. belt in good condition.
Also a 32x52 new Racine Separator.
I will sell right if taken soon.

J. H. ROPE,

&

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

,

'

S--A.

L. P. RAINES,

Oil

For Rent 100 acres of wheat
land, 20 acres now ready to plow,
balance will be ready by August 1st
n
See the
office for
contract. GRINER SISTERS.
....

LOST;-Aut-

448
Total
i
All Calls answeted promptly.
Address ail Parcels to
Precinct chairmen are requested to
Philip Sanchez, Secretary
age
voting
legal
invite all persons of
My last regular appearance at Roy
who may wish to support the prin
Jamaica Grows Green Rosea,
the pastor of the Christian church
as
reciples of the democratic party,
In some parts of Jamaica it is not
will be, the Lord permitting, August
gardless of past party affiliations to
unusual to see green roses.
O. W. HEARN.
8th.
take part in such primaries. Women
delegates may- be elected to county
and state conventions.
Cook-stove- s;
The credentials of all delegates to
Worth-Whil- e
Invitation.
Movies Aid the Styles.
said state convention and any notice
to a wedding in Cairo
An
Invitation
A prominent designer and Importer
of
of contest should be in the hands
"Z-typFairbanks-Mors- e,
Ic an Important event, because, instead
e"
of women's gowns has stated that the
the secretary of the democratic state
of being asked for o
church films have had an important effect on
central committee at Las Vegas, New
seremony or a brief reception, the
the demand for certulu styles, particuDeep-We- ll
Mexico, on or before the 21st day of
reads "for three days." There larly gowns of simple clnsslc lines and
August, 1920.
Is feasting during all this time, and "intriguing fabrics." A druggist reProxies of delegates to the state Self-Oilin- g
the house and street are liberally
ports that the sale of cosmetics has
with flags and lanterns. Brookconvention will not be recognized exIncreased 25 per cent since the movies
lyn Engle.
became popular.
cept when held by persons who are
residents of the' county from which
was chosen.
the delegate-elec- t
Further, a meeting of the democratic state central committee is here
by called to meet in the city of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon of the 23rd day of Au
gust, 1920, for the purpose of preparing the temporary roll call of the
convention and the hearing of contests if any exist, and for the trans
action of such other business as may
be properly considered by the said
committee. It is urgently requested
that every member of the state demo
cratic central committee be present at
this meeting.
By order of the
CENTRAL
STATE DEMOCRATIC
TNVITES the Accounts of Individuals,
COMMITTEE.
Firms and Corporations.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman.
Farm Sales a specialty
BYRON O. BEALE,
Secretary.
llECo-operát- e
with each to the Mutual
Santa Fe, New Mexico, July 21, 1920.

Box 1075,

children where they, can have schooling. See T. L. Courtenay, at C. E.
Kidd farm, 8 miles N. E. Roy. Mlpd.

'

"

COMPANY
I. U. Dodds V Mora, New Mexico

Undertaker

...'..

'..V
Guarantee qur, Work; ,;
'
Reasonably"
WE Charge
,
WE Jfaké a Specialty of Repairing Ladies' Shoes
WE "Pay Postage one way
.,.

of
for
our

BROOMS, 75c
Quality Guaranteed
ROBERTS & OLVER .
Where your DOLLAR 'does its, Duty

t

planta and. trees.

L.

I HAVE A FEW CHOICE
HOLSTEIN COWS TO SELL AT
PRIVATE SALE,
G B. HALL.
ROY, K,M,

Send me your Shoes
FOR REPAIR

Many Plants Contain Sugar.
Is an interesting fact that sugar
exists not only In the cane, beet-roand maple, b also In the tap of
about one hundred and ninety other

WOLCOTT

FARM FOR SALE

N. M.

Marking Passage of Time.
It was the first dny of school and
Gordon, who Is now In the second
trade, brought his little brother, Arthur, to school with him to start In
the first grade. The teacher said to
Gordon r "How old is Arthur?", Gordon answered: "I don't know, but
we're bad him to three fairs."

Inquire

119084.

Russel or Ray Busey.

J. W. Beck, Manager,

It

Why Blacksmith Shop It Dark.
A blacksmith keeps his shop dark
because bis work with Iron demands
that he should see the "heat" colors
difficult
of the metals. This woulC
ptoce. Broekly
In
a
Eagle.
L
,
well-lighte- d

We have one of the finest stallions on the mesa for sale at the
right price and on easy terms.
Name "Ragoza", Registry No..

MAGAZINES

Practice in State and Federal Courts and
. U,S. Land Office

N. M.
Roy,
"Call Again"

5,

Solano, N. M.

SUPPLIES

Clayton, New.Mex.

Foster Block,

3 on

Astray Bay mare, branded VD on
left shoulder. Notify O. D. Davis,

Rrino-svoubac- k

i

Toikt Articles.

Now Located in the

OLVER
Why Pay More?

20c per dose

n

Cigars and Tobacco
Welsh Song Writer Honored.
"Land of My Fathers" Is perhaps
the most widely sung of all Welsh
airs. The composer was Evan Jones
and a monument Is erected to his memory at rontypridd.

&

Roy, N. M.

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,

S

The U. S. Blackleg Serum Co.
For Sale By

Phone

All Popular Drinks and Ices
AND.

KAN-SA-

FAMOUS

and

Soda Fountain,
KODAKS

THE VACCINE THAT MADE

Gets you there

mmmm

Ice Cream Parlor

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

FrobaMy there is noother car that every day
in the year meets the demand of the physician
as does the Ford Coupe, with it3 permanent
top, lis broad seat and deep upholstering, its
clidingplare glass windows, by whichinaminutc
the car is changed from a closed car to an open
car. Equipped with an elcctric' startinc and
lighting system, demountable rims with Y
inch tires all around and embodying all the
established merits and economics of the Ford
car. Let us look after your Ford car and you
will pet genuine Ford part? and skilled

Prop'r

sixty-sevent-

The chairman of the county central
committee of each county in the state
is hereby authorized and requested to
promptly call a county convention or
arrange for a primary election in his
county, lor the purpose of selecting
delegates to the state convention in
which the representation of the several counties will be as follows:
33
Bernalillo
20
Chaves
23
Colfax
18
Curry
8
De Baca
14
Dona Ana ..r
13
Eddy
i
24
Grant
13
Guadalupe
'9
-Hidalgo
Lea
.- 13
Lincoln
i'
14
Luna
9
McKinley
22
Mora
10
Otero
18
Quay
.24
Rio Arriba .
Roosevelt
...12
9
Sandoval
.9
San Juan
26
San
.
Santa Fe
.T.T..J8
8
Sierra -- -- .17
Socorro .
11
Taos
.
r
--- Torrance
Union
...128
6
Valencia

Classified
Ads

Optimo, N. M.
FOR SALE Span of young mules,
gentle and well broken. Team of good
kerset 6 and 7 year old) 2 good
brood tows, to farrow in September!
thoroughbred Poland boar, 1 1 month
old; Registered Holttein bull, 2 years
old; six or eight good Holttein cow.
Will tell this ttock at private tale,
termt if desired. G. E. Holttelaw,
1
4
miles north of Roy, N. M.
3--

PIANO FOR SALE

We have in our possession near Roy
a high grade piano which will be sold

at a big discount. Terms to any responsible party. If interested write
for particulars. THE DENVER MUSIC COMPANY, Denver, Colo.
6
24-T-

VOU are

Handicapped in many ways .without
good Banking Connections such as we offer.

Capital and Surplus, $60,000. 00

Shooting
The shooting Dsn
sects a distance of
feet by squirting
tram Its nwiitti

Fish.
brings down

in-

from one to four
thera with water

1920 Ford Touring,
good con'dition,
$675;

self-starte-

r,

1920 Ford
good condi-

Touring, without starter,
tion, $600. Cash, no trade. Address
Box 448, Raton, N. M.

THR
NOTICE OP SALE OF SCHOOL BONDS

NOTICE POR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
V. 8. Land Office at Clayton, N.

fr.n.ooo

Municipal School Ulxtrlrt of the Village
at Koy, 0 School lionda.
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN: That the
undersigned, Irvln Ogden, Sr., clerk of
the Board of Education, of the Village
of Roy, of the State of New Mexico,
will, on Monday, the 16th day of Aug.
1920, at the hour of four o'clock In the
afternoon of said day at the office of
the Spanish American, in Koy, Mora
County, New Mexico, offer for sale and
Biiil at public auction to the highest
and best bidder for cash $!0,000 school
bonds of the municipal school district
of the Village of Roy, of the State of
New Mexico, bearing six per centum
interest per annum, pavahle
said bonds being of the clenom- Inations of $500.00 each, dated. August
1, 1HÜ0, due August 1, W0, redeemable
t the option of the Board of Education at any timo after ten years from
date, said bonds shall not he gold for
less than ninety five cents on the dollar and accrued Interest. Principal and
interest shall bo payable at a banking
house in New York Cilv or at the office
of the treasurer of n;iid Board of Education in Koy, New Mexico, at the option of the holders. Bids will be received for the wholu or any part of said
bonds and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and oil bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, fifteen
per centum ta b paid at the lime the
bid is accepted and the balance on the
delivery of the bonds. Bids must be
.unconditional. Jf a bidder desires to
Fend a bid by' mail, he must transmit
with the bid a certified check for fifteen per centum of the amount of the
bid.

M.,

NOTICE Is
Sandoval, of Itoy, New Mexico, who, on
1916, made Homestead ApNo. 022569, for the SW
SE'i i$WV27 Section
11, Township 22
K., N.
M. V. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year I'roof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before V. II. Wilcox, IT. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Koy, New
Mexico, on September 20, 1920.
Claimant minies as wtinesses:
Tobias de Herrera, of Albert, N. M.;
Prudencio Olivas, of Albert, N. M.;
Francisco Triijillo, of Kciihart, N. M.;
Sofenno Romero, of lie Haven, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

SV;

FOR I'l BMCATIOV
Department of the Interior
U. í. Land Uifn-at Ckiyttm, X. M.,
Jirry Hi. 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Marina
O. Homero,
formerly Marina Uun.ales
of Albert. New Mevici, who. on 'January 22, !' 7. made 11. :., Serial No.
02420J, for the SW'.i NW'Vi: XW-'NM...
NW'i, Section 2fi, Township
21 N., Range 28
N. M. V. Meridian,
has filed notleeoi intention to inake
Ve'ar
I'roof, to establish
Final Three
claim to the Iht-i- í :ibove descrilwd.
W. II. WiUjvix, I". S. Commissioner, at his office' at Roy, Nt w Mexico,
on September 18. 1Ü20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Benito Arguello, Andres Arm-InsJose
V. Martinez, Ale.'apdro
Gonzales, all
The
valuation of Tid muni- cf Itoy, New Mexico.
cipal school district Is SlOiiO.OflO.OO, and
FAZ VALVERPK.
except tins Issue 01 bonds and another
Riglster.
issue of $7,500.00, said municipal school
district has no indebtedness, either
NOTICE FOR I'l IH.IC'MO
bonded or otherwise.
Dated, this 17th day of July 1920,
Depnrtmrrt iff the Interior
V. S. Land Office at Clavton. N M..
irvin Ogden, Sr.,
July 10, 1920,
Clerk.
v
NOTICE is hereby given that Laura
A. Lohsirnh, fo: rnet ly Laura A. A"hite-m;:of itoy. Mora Co.. New Mexico,
Vf:o, on January 2."lh, 1916 made Additional Homestead Entrv No. 021558,
SV'4 SE4, NW'i SW'Í ,md SVj
you have a good piece of for
SW'i, Section 19, Township 20 N.,
Range 25 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filland you want to sell quic- k- ,
ed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to ertablish claim to
List it with
the land above described, before F. H.
V. S. Commissioner,
at his ofJ. E. BUSEY. Roy. Foster,
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on Sept. 22,
asst-sse-

TJ.

July

1

Ni-:',,-

,

d

,

:2If

1920.

29, 1920.

NOTICE Is hreby given that Reece
B. Gardner, of Roy. I; v Mexico, Mora
Co., who on .la.'.uarv 21. 1920 made AdEntry, No. 023956,
ditional HoiiKKU-.tSWÜ, SM BE Vi,
for NK'A SKW,-m;V- 4
NKV4 N E Vi . Sec 9, SEVi SRVi Section
4, Township 18 N., Itange 25 E., N, M.
V. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-

tion to make Final Three Year I'roof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. .1. Laiimhach, Thunins Hughes, Webb
Kidd, Jay M. Finch, all of Roy, N. Mex.
I'AZ VALVE KDE.
Register.
NOTICE FOR I'l lllJC vriox
Dciiordncirt irf the Interior
I. S. Land Olfiee at Clavton, N. if.

JiOTICK

1

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton. N. Mex.

July

20, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby Kiven that John F.
Shambliu, of Koy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on May 1, 1917 made Additional Homestead Entrv, No. 924940, for
Lots I. 2, 3 and SIO'4 NVV'i, Section 1.
Township IS N., R. 25 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to mu ki' Final Three V'ear Proof, to
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, I. S. Commissi!. nor, at Ms office at itoy, New
on September 15. 1H20.
' '!:iiiti :nt mimes as witnesses:
Tiling í Hughes. IC. J. 11. Roy, J. AV.
S 'oit, P. .1. Launibach, all of Hoy, New
iiexieo.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE FOR I'l III.ICATION
Department

July

.NOTICE is hereby given that Frank
Stewart, of Monrovia. California,
guardian of Emily Lee Stewart, heir
at law and next of kin of Leroy E. Lee.
who, on August 8, 1910. made Desert
Land Entry. No. 011898, for KVs of NEVi
or Section 28, Township Is
Itange 28
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Proof un
der the 3rd paragraph of the Act of
March 4, 11)15 (Public 296) to bw perfected by purchase to establish claim
to the land above described, before A.
A. Wynne. U. S. Commissioner, at his
office in Mosquero, N. M., on September
M.

d

north

Thurs. Aug 12
A.M.

at

4

6

yrlhg

Ancua

9irogS)

e

above-describ-

Farm Imp's

Four up-t- o date Class Rooms in
the new Church Building.
The same books as for the Public
Schools.
Everybody Welcome- -

Department of the Interior
6. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
July 12, 1920.
.Department of tkr Interior
NOTICE Is hereby given that William
U. 67 Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
R. Whiteman, of Roy, Mora Co., New
July 13, 192.
1916,
made
16th,
on
June
Mexico, who,
Additional Homestead Entry, No. 022J32
WAfMTIO t
rrliian tttttt ltimt.
17,
-.
1(1"Matar
for EV4 NEV4 and EV4 SEVi. Section
t Jt
MúvlnO
Township 20 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. who, onn.Jlll.
17, 1915, made
t and Sept.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention HomesteadJune Entry,
020238
end
No.
to make Final Three Year Proof, to 020716, for NEK NWK;Ntt NB14: BEJ4
,
above des- k,, c
U
establish claim to the land U.
OTITI. Ctrl RJ
Tl
8. Comcribed, before F. H. Foster,
SW
NEVi Section 12 respectively,
TJ.

1

A OTIC

itan. na. inca uuuJitwvi
frmcipai
.... . .... ,nlenaian,
ThMA VüOF Prnílf.
mnlr
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Kegister and Kecelver,
ownsmp

1

21,

Primer Lunes

August

Siamese Superstition.
At the birth of a child In Slam, K
cord that has been blessed by the
priests Is tied around the outside oí
the house, and three balls of rice are
thrown In "lucky directions" by 'b'"'
" - t
old women, who are always
''
.
at such a time and whne bur
Is to solicit for the little one
of h,.i.,.;;
ronage
and pruttK'tlui
guardian ungels.

DENTIST
H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. oí

Springer, will be in

ROY,

i

NOTICE
It will be a favor to me if all oi
any persons who have bills against mt
would present them to me that I ma?
make provision as soon as possible
for their settlement.
O. W. HEARN.

Aug. 16th to 21st
'all early and let us examine
.

our teelhíONO CHARGE
OR CONSULTATION.
Office at Kitchelle Hotel

KW. Sec. 6; EVb

19,

1920.

7

Regls-.er-

NOTICB FOR PUBLICATION
Drprtment of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,

U. S. Land Office

June

18, 1920.

NOTICE Is hereby grlven that Alfred
Newman, of Solano, New Mexico,
who, on June 9, '1915 and Sept. 14,
1918, made Homestead entries Serial No.
020253 and Serial No. 024190, for the
SWW; NW SEW. Sec. 13; N
NWW,
Bee. 24, T. 19 N., Ranpe 26 E., and the
SWW NWW, Sec. ll; SWW NWW I
NWW SWW. Sec. 24, Township 19 N,
Range 2 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim- to
the land above described, before W. H.
Wllleox, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on August
L.

pedirá a los niños y ninas de los tres primeros prados
entreguen 4 reales por mes para mantener la Escuela.
Los niños y ninas de los demás grados darán 1 peso por mes.
usaran los. mismos libros que se usan en la

,

;
!

Escuela Publica.

20, 1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jack P. Mills, Joseph Allen, Charles J.
Burton and Marrlon Conner, all of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERtVE,

Register.

1

HOTICB

TI IT'

jT

--

'

'

Mr.2iar:,Uwner

mm mm
run

Make yxiur car

FOR rtBLICATIO

"

''

I.'t K!

likg new

in as they are at the factory and it
e
costs uo more than the
way done by hand.
For FORDS, FORDSONS and
Many other makes of Cars.
old-styl-

Liberty Garage,
New Mex.

U.

Department of the Interior
SJUnd Office at Clayton,

N. M.,

July 13, 1920.,
Is hereby given that William
,0. Hunt, of David, New Mexico; who, on
March 27r" 1919, made Homestead Entry
No. Í26498, for NEW
WW Sec. 11.
SEW 8WW. and WW SEW.. Section; 2.
Township 17 N., Range 30 E N. M. P.
' NOTICR

Meridian, has filed notice 'of Intention
to
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to tha land above describU. S. Commised before A. A. Wy-insioner, Ht his office in Mosquero, N
on September 13, IS 20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W. Angel, Joseph H. Angel,
Frank Weir and Cole Weir, all of David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.
"
Register.
M-- ,

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, COUN-TOF MORA, IN THE DISTRICT
COURT OF THE FOURTH
DISTRICT.
Cíias. W. G. Ward and )
Chas. W. Carscallen, )
)
Plaintiffs,

Y

u
vs.
Solis,
Estevan
Solis, and all unknown
claimants of interest in
the premises adverse to

) No. 2732.
)
)
)
)
plaintiff,
(the )
the
'
premises being the land )
.
and real estate describ- - )
)
ed in the complaint)
)
Defendants.

Daniel

'

Notice

You, Daniel Solis, Estevan Solis,
and all unknown claimants of interest in the premises adverse to the
plaintiff, (the premises being the
land and real estate described in the
complaint and hereinafter described),
are hereby notified that a suit to
quiet title in the names of the plaintiffs to the following described tract
of land in the County of Mora and
State of New Mexico, described as
follows,
Beginning at the southwest corner
of the tract, which point is identical
with the northwest corner of the tract
of land decreed to J. E. Borrego, Hilario Gallegos, and Gregorio Sandoval, Trustees, for the Community of
Turquillo, thence north twenty-fou- r
(24) degrees west 7125 feet; thence
north five (5) degrees, fifteen (15)
minutes west 4640 feet, to the north
west corner of the tract, thence north
sixty-si- x
(66) degrees, thirty (30)
minutes east 6150 feet to the northeast corner of the tract; thence south
(45)
nine (9) degrees, forty-fiv- e
minutes east 5160 feet; thence south
two (2) degrees, thirty (30) minutes
east 4360 feet; thence along the line
between this tract and the tract decreed to the trustees for tha Community of Turquillo, south forty-thr(43) degrees west 5140 feet to
the place of beginning, containing
1340 acres according to the plat of
the H. C. Viles, made in December,
to-w-

0. White, Auctioneer,
Schultz & Johnson, Clerks.
Col. F.

A New

OWi.

oí r..,

Keaisttr

SKW

Claimant names as witnesses:
Otto Lohstroh of Mills, New Mexico;
Elizabeth Vlfril, of Dawson, New Mexico; John McCrystal, Jr., of Koy, New
Mexico and Benjamln Wendland, ot
Itoy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
.

Se

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sala

.

nearly new, $350 cash. Just what
you need for planting wheat. Address Box 448, Raton, N. M.

N'i SE'i!

NEW; NEW SE'i, Section 7, Township
20 N , liante 25 E N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year final I'roof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before V. If. Wllleox, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Koy, New Mexico, on

Precios de Colegiatura.

ROY,

United States Land Office, at
New Mexico, on Beptember 16, 1929.
Department of the Interior
wunencg.
ITiaimuni names an Bueyeros,
N. M.; TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Ignacio Vigil, of
Fairbanks-Morse
6
h.p. Z type
orders Sale.
uel Enclnios, of Miera, N. M.; Julian "C" of
July 17, 1920.
gas engine;, 1 grain loader, capacity Padilla, of Miera, N. M.
PAZ VALVKUUtS,
NOTICE is7.hereby given that, as
about 1500 bushels daily, complete,
,

r. Lohstroh, of Mills. New Mexico, who,
2.1, 1015, made Homestead
application Serial, No. 021018, for the Lots

on

.

Clayton,

of

on Oit.

La enseñanza en esta Escuela estara al cargo de 4
Hermanas de la Orden de Santo Domingo, bajo la
y vigilancia del Padre de Roy.

R. E. Morris,
Bring your

1h
Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 18. 1Ü20.
NOTICE is hereby piven that Harrv

enseñanza"

'

IMnl.lCATI()

U. S. Lund Office

de SEPTIEMBRE,

Se

I'(R

13

IeinrtmTt

La NUEVA ESCUELA
PARROQUIAL San Jorge
De Roy, N. M.

J. E. Mahoney,
Lunch at noon.
(1 inking Cups.

Talking "To" and "With."
To talk to a person Is to address
words to him; to ti!k with a poison
Is to spenk mid listen nlternntely to
carry on n conversation; to talk oí
or nhont a person Is to say things concensus hiin ; to talk nt a person Is
to nildross words to anolher or others
for the purpose of hnviti them heard
hy the one for whom thev are meant.

lzsz:

ed

Inseparable.

Pigs for Stile
Poland China
Mrs. C. E. NARANJO.

Prices for Tuition, 50c. per month for 1st, 2d
and 3d Grades, $1.00 per month for the other grades

We have installed a "BürnlIlg-in,- ,
and "Running" Machine and we
are now equipped to give you the
Household Goods SERVICE you would get in a City.
This machine will put the bearings

-

missioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. E. Cantrel,
Juan de Mata Mares, Abeyta,
all of
Ed. Harrison, Emilio
Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Oeo. O. Cuhle, Enrl Uaum, W. 11.
Baum and J. K. Wlldman, all of Hoy,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVEHPE,
Keyister.

2

31 Cattle

n,

lias filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year I'roof, to establish
claim to the lnnd ahove described, before F. 11. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at bis office at Koy, New Mexico, on

With all the Grades. -Four SISTERS of St. Dominic
will be in charge.

13 Horses

-

NEW. NKÍ4 SEW, Sec. 18. NV4 SWW,
S'4 NWW Sec. 17. BKU SE
Sen. ÍS.
and NEW NEW Section 19, Township
19 N., Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian,

OK SBPTEMBER,1920

farm

Jack

NOTICB Is hereby jflven that Lincoln
Hiñes, oí floy, Mora County, New Mexico, who, on May 22nd, 1917, made
Homestead Entry No. 025085, for SE14

Will open on the first Monday

Se Abrirá el

'
Mex-Ju- ly

13, 1920.

At ROY, N. M.

33E2

N. M.,
13, 1920.

of the Interior
ü. aDepartment
Laud Office at Clayton, N.

The New Parish School

of the Interior

Public Sale

above-describ-

St George Schoo

t". S. Land Office at Clavton.

Claimant names as witnesses:
13, 19ZU.
Lohstroh, W. E. Cnntrel. Juan de
Claimant names as witnesses:
If you want to sell your farm Otto
C. O. Moore.
Maris, Maglne Marls, all cf Roy, N. 31.
W. F. Lofton, Ralph
W. L. Woods, all of Mosquero,
Hazen,
WJ&ILVERD.E,
PAZ
tist it with
Register. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Children and Book.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
It floes the child no harm to make
July 16, 1920.
4e acquaintance of books which were iNOTICE Is hereby given
that Charles
wot written for children. In a home P. Field, of David, New Mexico,
.who,
14,
1918, made Additionwhere great book that have Inspired on September
No. 025:289 for
Entry,
Homestead
al
or amused successive generations are NEV4 SEVi, WV4 SEVi and BWV Ü.EV4,
accessible, an active-mindechild Is Section 12, Township 18 N.. Range 29
Mahoney
E., N. :M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
At
likely iat some time or other to get at of
intention to make Final Three Year
of Roy
31 miles
tfeem. If we want our children to fall Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
In Jove with the better kind of books, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office in
fet s provide them with opportunities Mosquero, N, M., on September 18, 1:920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
for meeting such books without too
Marion 1. Gilmore, Pierce Field, .ftehn
much formality.
McFarland, George B. Splvey, all cf
David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
10,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ISOLATRegie-trED TRACT
:,
TUBLIC LAND SALE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Deprfmtnt f the Interior
JXxjtartmrnt of the Interim"C" of
Authorizes Sale.
Clayton, N. M
C .6. Lsnd Office at July
Mares, 4 Geldings, colts
U. & Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
20, liliO.
July 28, mo.
hereby
is
given
Pablo
NOTICE
that
Mules yearlings
2
NOTICE Is hereby given that, as di- Palz, of David, New Mexico, who, on
rected by the Commissioner of the Gen- August
Home14,
1916,
Original
made
provisions of
eral Land officer-undeand on June 11,
Bee. 2405, R. S., pursuant to the applica- stead Entry, No. 022691 Homestead
Enmade Additional
tion o! James A. Mcintosh, David, New try. to.
NV4
024959,
of Section 17
for
Mexico, Berta!. Nd. 4)26842, we will offer and NEVi and SEÍ4 of Section
18, Townat public sale, to the highest bidder, ship 17 N Range 32 B N. M. P.' Mend-labut at not less than $4.00 per acre, t
Milk Cows, 13 alves, 4
bas filed notice of Intention to
1,Q o'clock A. M
on ,the 7th day of OcThree Year Proof, ta; estober,' 1920, next, at this office, the fol- make Final
S
Heifers;
describSteers, Poll
above
to
land
the
claim
tablish
SW
Sec.
lowing traot of land? NW
ed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. CommisE.. V. M P. M
T 17 V R
.
M
N.
Mosquero,
in
,
office
his
sioner,
at
The sale will not" be kept open, but
September 15, 192,
will be declared closed when those pres onClaimant
names
witnesses: :j
ent at the hour named nave ceased bidJacobo Casado, of Mosquero, N. M. ;
ding-..
The person making , the highest Abran
N. M.; Mat-la- s
Gallegos,
of
bid will be required to Immediately pay
Casados, of Mosquero, N. M.;
Boar, 4 Sows, 4 Pigs,
to the Kecetver toe mount thereof.
Mosquero,
N. M.
Martinez,
of
Any persons claiming adversely the
PAZ VALVERDE,
land are advised to file
Register.
their claims, or objections, on or before
the time designated Tor sale.
.
E.
.
OWEN,
THOMAS
NOTICE ' FOR PUBLICATION
Receiver.
Complete outfit, including black
Deoartmeat of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., smith and carpenter tools, Ford-NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ISOLAT
July 23, 1920.
ED TRACT
'
PUBLIC LAND SALE
NOTICE is hereby given that Marta son, wheat drill, everything.
B. de Martinez, of David, New Mexico,
who, on July 20, 1916, made Homestead
Department of thé Interior
No. 21918, for NV4 SV4. SEVi
Entry,
C" of
authorizes sale.
SWVi
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex. SEVi Seo. 10 and EV4 NEVi17 and
N., Range
15, Township
Section
SEVi,
July 28,
31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
SIOTICE Is hereby given that, as diof intention to make Final Three Year Range, oil stovet Churn, 2 Beds
rected by the Commissioner of the Gen Proof,
to establish claim to the land
provisions
of
office,
Land
under
eral
above described before A. A. Wynne, C, Power washing machine and wr.
tieo. 246.5, K. S., pursuant to tne applica
S.
Commissioner,
at his office in Mos.
tion oí lamían rj. iviciinnsn, ,yiuiiueri.
on October e, iszw.
New Mexico, Serial No. 026771, we will quero, N. M.,names
Piano, 8 dozen Chickens,
as witnesses:
Claimant
vilef at puhlic sale, to the highest bidProconlo Archuleta. Jose Archuleta
Meat and Lard.
der,, bui at not less than $3.00 per acre,
Vito Griego,, Miguel Martinez, all of
at 10 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day of Mosquero,
ri, Al.
October, 1920. next, at this office, the
PAZ VALVERDE.
See the big bills!
following tract of land: WV4 SWVi
Register.
Kec. 23, T. 17 N R. 30 E., N. M. P. M.
but
The aU will not be kept open,presTERMS OF SALE
will be declared closed when those
ent at the hour named have ceased bidThings That Art Never Wasted.
Months
time without interest if
6
ding. The person making the highest
Force paid when due. If not paid when due
No honest work Is wnsted.
bid will be required to immediately pay
tu the Receiver the amount thereof.
Is never lost Ion may not see the re- to draw 10 per cent interest from date
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to file sults you expect, but there are al- until paid. Purchaser giving bankable
their claims, or objections, on or before ways results when there Is effort. note or approved security. $10. and
the time designated for sale.
Never let yourself think that any- under, cash. 5 Pcr cent discount for
THOMAS E. OWEN,
Receiver. thing you have done has been done cash on sums over $10. No property
in vain. Effort and achievement are to be removed until settled for.
NOTICB FOR PUBLICATION
U

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICH

July 16, 1920.
hereby (riven that Ramon

August 7,
plication
NWii; N

PPANISH-AMFRICA-

directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of James Hunter White
of Solano, N. M., Serial No. 026919,
we will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, but at not less than
$2.50 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
on the 8th day of September, 1920,
next, at this office, the following
tract of land: Lot 4, Sec. 18, T. 19
N., R. 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

1

JEWELER
ic n ROY! ,
16 Years Experience

Repairing Watchs Clocks and
Jewelry of all Kinds ' Give Me a Trial,
lean Please You.
All My Work is Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
Bring or Send your Work and it will Receive

PROMPT ATTENTION

V y

above-describe-

ee

1915.

That the plaintiffs claim to be the
owners in fee simple of the said tract
of land and unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in the
said cause on or before the 20th day
of September, 1920, judgment and
decree of the court quieting title to
the said lands in the name of the
plaintiffs will be taken against you by
default

Plaintiffs' attorney is Chas. W. G.
Ward, whose post office and business
address is East Las Vegas, New Mex- ico.

CE. Hobson, Jeweler

(SEAL.)

FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of the District Court
for the County of Mora.
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Luck turned. The cabin wat built
on a ledge far up on the mountainside. From tbe back wall sloprd for
hundred feet an almost perpendicular slide of rock.
"There's a prospect hole down
there," Blackwell explained savagely.
"You'd go down the Devil's Slide
what's left of you, I mean deep into
that prospect hole. The timberings
are rotted and the whole top of the
working ready to cave In. When yqur
body bits It there will be an avalanche
Cullison at
with Mr. Former-Sherif- f
tbe bottom of It You'll be buried
without any funeral expenses, and I
reckon your friends will never know

where to put the headstone."
The thing was devilishly simple and
feasible. Luck, still looking out of
the window, felt the blood run cold
down his spine, for be knew this fellow would never stick at murder If
be felt tt would be safe.
"So you see I'm right; you'd better
pray your friends won't find you.
They can't reach here without being
heard. If they get to hunting these
hills you sure want to hope they'll
stay cold, for Just as soon as they get
warm It will be the signal for you to
shoot the chutes."
Luck met his triumphant savagery
with an Impassive face. "Interesting
If true. And where will you be when
my friends arrive? I reckon It won't
be a pleasant meeting for Mr. Black-well.- "
"I'll be headed for Mexico. I tell
you because you ain't liable to go
around spreading the news. There's
a horse saddled In the dip back of the
hill crest Get It?"
From far below there came through
the open window the faint click of a
horse's hoofs ringing against the
stones In the dry bed of a river wash.
Swiftly Blackwell moved to the door,
taking down a rifle from its rack as
he did so. Cullison rose noiselessly In
his chair. If It came to the worst he
meant to shout aloud his presence and
close with this fellow. Hampered as
he was by the table, the man would
get him without question. But If he
could only sink his fingers Into that
hairy throat while there was still life
In htm he could promise that the Mexican trip would never take place.
Blackwell, from his place by the

could not move Luck In the least He
was as hard as Iron.
So tbe sheepman found himself between the upper and the nether millstones. He could not drive his prisoner to terms and be dared not release
him. For If Cullison went away unpledged he would surely send him to
the penitentiary. Nor could he hold
He had
him a prisoner Indefinitely.
seen the "personal" warning In both
the morning and the afternoon papers.
He guessed that the presence of the
ranger, Bucky O'Connor, In Saguache
was not a chance. The law was closing In on blm. Somehow Cullison must
be made to come through with a relinquishment and a pledge not to
prosecute.
The only other way out
would be to let Blackwell wreak his
bate on the former sheriff. From this
he shrank with every Instinct. FenHe would
drlck was a hard man.
have fought It oat to a finish If necessary.
But murder was a thing he
could not do.
"Price of sheep good this week?"
Cullison asked amiably.
"I didn't come here to discuss the
price of sheep with you." Fendrlck
spoke harshly. "Are you going to sign

and saved your father's Ufe. Is keep ber prisoner he would have to
that a penitentiary offense?"
compromise.
He dared not leave ber
"You helped the villain take his In the hands of Lute Blackwell. Fenbody Into the cellar. You plotted wltb drlck decided to take a chance. At tbe
blm to bold father a prisoner there." worst he could turn them both free
"Says that, does she that she over- asd leave for Sonora.
heard us plotting?"
"All right I'll take you to him.
"Of course she did not overhear But you'll have to do as I say." '
what you said. You took good care of
"Yes." she agreed.
that. But she knew you were conspir"You've got to persuade Luck to
ing."
come through with an agreement to
"Just naturally knew It without let go of that Del Oro homestead and
overhearing," he derided.
"And of to promise not to prosecute us. He
course If I was In a plot I must have won't do It to save his own life. He's
been
a good deal of got to think you come there as my
prisoner.
the time. Hung round there
See? He's got to wrestle
I expect?"
with the notion that you're In the
He had touched on the weak spot of power of the damnedest villain that
Mrs. Wylle's testimony. The man who ever went unhung. 1 mean Blackwell.
had saved CulIIson's Ufe, after a long Let blm chew on that proposition a
talk wltb Blackwell, had gone out of while and see what he makes of It"
She nodded, white to the lips. "Let
tbe Jack of Hearts and bad not returned so far as she knew. For ber us go at once, please." She called
former husband had sent her on an across to the corral: "Manuel, saddle
errand Just before the prisoner was the pinto for me. Hurry I"
They rode together through the
taken away and she did not know who
hi. a helped blm.
sunlit land. From time to
time his lazy glance embraced her, a
Kate was silent
supple, graceful creature, at perfect
"How would this do for an explanation V he suggested lazily. "We'll say ease In the saddle. What was It about
Just for the sake of argument that her that drew the eye so Irresistibly?
Mrs. Wylle's story Is true, that I did Prettier girls he had often seen. Her
this relinquishment?"
Luck's face showed a placid sur- save your father's life. We'll put It features were Irregular, mouth and
"Why no, Cass. Thought I that I did help carry him downstairs nose too large, face a little thin. Her
prise.
where It was cooler and that I did contour lacked the softness, the allure
mentioned that before."
that In some women was an uncon"You'd better."
The sheepmnn's
'ough as
scious Invitation to cuddle.
harassed face looked ugly enough for
whipcord she might be, but in her
anything.
there flowed a life vital and strong;
"Can't figure It out that way."
dwelt a spirit brave and unconquer,
"You've got to sign it By G
able. She seemed to him as little subtle
you've no option."
as any woman he liad ever met This
"No?" Still with pleasant Incredirectness came no doubt from living
dulity.
so far from feminine influences. But
"Think I'm going to let you get
be had a feeling that If a man once
away from here now? You'll sign and
wakened her love, the Instinct of sex
you'll promise to tell nothing you know
would spring
Into being.
against us."
Luck's answer came easily and lightLuck lay stretched full length on a
ly. "My friend, we've already disbunk, his face to the roof, a wreath
cussed that point."
of smoke from his cigar traveling slow"You won't change your mind?"
ly toward the celling Into a filmy blue
"Your arguments don't Justify It
wlod-swe-

'

Cass."
The sheepman looked at him with a
"Good enough.
sinister significance.
I'll bring you one that will Justify It
muy
VI.

cloud which bung above him. He
looked the personification of vigorous
manhood at ease.
By the table, facing him squarely,
sat Jose Domínguez, a neatly built
Mexican with snapping black eyes, a
manner of pleasant suavity and an
y
smile that displayed a double row of shining white teeth. That
smile did not for an Instant deceive
He knew that Jose had no
Luck.
grudge against him, that he was a very
respectable citizen, and that he would
regretfully shoot bim full of boles If
occasion called for so drastic a terFor
mination to their acquaintance.
Domínguez bad a third Interest In the
C F. ranch and he was the last man In
the world to sacrifice his business for
sentiment Having put the savings of
a lifetime Into the sheep business, he
did not propose to let anybody deprive
blm of his profits, either legally or
Illegally.
The tinkle, of hoofs from the liver
bed In the gulch below rose through
the clear air. The Mexican moved
ever-read-

Cass Fendrlck Makes a Call.
g
Kate was In her rose garden
the stable boy as he loosdoor, could keep an eye both on his
prisoner and on a point of the trail ened tbe dirt around the roots of some
far below where horsemen must pass of the bushes. She had returned to
the Circle C for a day or two to give
to reach the cabin.
A rider came Into sight and entered some directions In the absence of her
the mouth of the canyon. He was father. BCuric and tbe other riders
waving a white handkerchief. The came to her for orders and took them "All Right; I'll Take You to Him."
without contempt She knew the catman In the doorway answered the sigtle business, and they knew she knew have a long talk with tbe fellow Black-wel- l.
nal.
What would I be talking to blm
"Not your friends this time, Mr. It To a man they were proud of her,
of her spirit, her energy, and her good about if I wasn't reading the riot act
Sheriff," Blackwell Jeered.
to him? And after be had said be was
"I get a stay of execution, do I?" looks.
The rider who cantered up to the sorry why shouldn't I hit the road out
The cool drawling voice of the cattleg
of there? There's no love lost between
man showed nothing of the tense feel- fence, seeing her In her
g
blouse, me and Luck Cullison. I wasn't under
corduroy skirt, her
ing within.
d
straw bat that any obligations to wrap him up In cotHe resumed his seat and the reading and the
head
shielded
her
dark
from the sun, ton and bring him back this side up
of the newspaper. Presently, to the
man that came over the threshold be appreciated the fitness of her sur- with care to his anxious friends. If
roundings.' She, too, was a flower of he chose later to take a bike out of
poke with a casual nod.
desert, delicately fashioned, yet town on p.d.q. hurry up business I
the
"Morning, Cass."
ain't to blame. And I reckon you'll
Fendrlck mumbled a surly answer. vital with the bloom of health.
At the clatter of hoofs she looked find a Jury will agree with me."
The manner of Ironical comradeship
She brushed his explanation aside
his captive chose to employ was more up from the bush she was trimming
than an annoyance. To serve his ends and at once rose to her feet. Beneath with a woman's superb Indifference to
their long lashes her eyes grew dark logic.
and hard. For the man who had
"You can talk of course. I don't
drawn to a halt was Cass Fendrlck.
core. It Is all lies lies. You have
From the pocket of his shirt he drew kidnaped father and are holding him
a crumpled piece of stained linen.
somewhere.
Don't you dare to hurt
"I've brought back your handker- him. If you should Oh, If you should
chief. Miss Cullison."
you will wish you had never been
"What have you done with my fa- born." The fierceness of her passion
ther
beat upon him like sudden summer
He nodded toward the Mexican boy hall.
and Kate dismissed the lad. When he
He forgot for the moment that he
had gone she asked her question again was a man with the tolls of the law
In exactly the same words.
closing upon him, forgot that his sucHe swung from the horse and threw cess and even his liberty were at stake.
the rein to the ground.
Then, saunHe saw only a girl with the hunger of
tering to the gate, be let himself In.
love In her wistful eyes, and knew
"You've surely got a nice posy gar- that It lay In his power to bring back
den here. Didn't know there was one the laughter and the light into them.
like It In all sunbaked Arizona."
"Suppose I can't fight fair any longShe stood rigid.
Her unfaltering er. Suppose I've let myself get trapped
eyes,
In the pale face, never and it isn't up to me but to somebody
lifted from him.
else. Up to your father, say?"
"I want you to tell me what you
"My father?"
have done with my father."
"Yes. How could I turn blm. loose
He laughed a little and looked at when the first thing he did would be
her with eyes that narrowed like to swear out a warrant for my arrest?"
those of a cat basking In the sun. He
"But he wouldn't not If you free
had something the look of the larger him."
members of the cat family the soft
He laughed harshly. "I thought you
Jong tread, the compact rippling mus- knew him. He's hard as nails." He
cles of a tame panther, and with these laughed again, bitterly. "Not that It
the threat that always lies behind Its matters. Of course I was Just putting
Sleepy wariness.
a case. Nothing to It really."
"You're a young lady of one Idea.
He was hedging because be thought
"Not Your Friends This Time, Mr.
No use arguing with you, I reckon."
he bad gone too far, but she appeared
Sheriff."
"Not the least use. I've talked with not to notice It. Her eyes had the faraway look of one who communes with
It was necessary to put the fear of Mrs. Wylle." ,
He raised his eyebrows. "Do I know herself.
death Into this man's heart, which was
"If I could only see him and have a
a thing he had found Impossible to do. the lady?" "She will know you. That la more talk with him. I think I could get him
The logic of circumstances was drivto do as I ask. He nearly always
ing the sheepman Into a corner. He to the point"
"Did she say she knew me?" he does." Her gaze went swiftly back to
had on Impulse made the owner of the
him. "Let me talk with him. There's
Circle C his prisoner. Seeing him lie purred.
"She will say It In court If It ever a reason why he ought to be free now,
there unconscious on the floor of the
one that would appeal to him."
Jack of Hearts, It had come to him comes to that"
"Just what will she say, If you
This was what he bad come for, but
ID a flash that he might hold him and
now that she had met him half way he
force a relinquishment of the Del Oro please V
Kate told him In four sentences with hesitated. If she should not succeed
claim. His disappearance would explain Itself If the rumor spread that a stinging directness that was the out- he would be worse off than before. He
he was the W. ft S. express robber. standing note of her, that and a fine could neither hold her a prisoner nor
courage.
free ber to lead the pack of the law
Casa bad done It to save himself from
"Ia that all? Cornea to this then, to his biding place. On the other hand
he rula of his business, bnt already
be had regretted It flfty times. Threat that she says I heard her scream, ran If Cullison thought they Intended to
well-hun-
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swiftly to the door and presently
waved a handkerchief.
to
"What gent are you
now?" Luck asked from the bed.
"Thought I knew all you bold bad bandits by this time. Or is It Cass back
again?"
There's some one
"Yes, It's Cass.
with htm, too. It is a woman," the
Mexican discovered In apparent surg

prise.
"A woman I" Luck took the cigar
from his mouth In vague unease.
"What Is he doing here with a wom-

an?"
The Mexican smiled behind his open
hand. "Your question anticipates mine,
señor. I too ask the same."
The Bight of his daughter In the
doorway went through the cattleman
with a chilling shock. She ran forward and with a pathetic cry of Joy
threw herself upon him where he
stood. His bands were tied behind
him. Only by the turn of his head
could he answer her caresses. There
was a look of Ineffable tenderness on
his face, for he loved ber more than
anything else on earth.
"Mr. Fendrlck brought me," she exwhen articulate expression
plained
was possible: .
"He brought you, did he?" Luck
looked across ber shoulder at his en-- ,
emy, and his eyes grew bard as Jade,
"Of my own free will," she added.
"I promised you a better argument
than those I'd given you. Miss Cullison
Is that argument," Fendrlck said.
The cattleman's set face had a look
more deadly than words. It told Fendrlck be would gladly have killed him
where he stood. For Luck knew be
was cornered and must yield. Neither
Domínguez nor Blackwell would con
sent to let her leave otherwise.
"You've played a rotten trick on me,
Fendrlck. I wouldn't have thought it
even Of a sheepman."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Tree's Products Valuable.
From, the "blackboy" tree of Australia a new company Is producing
tars that are free from harmful adds,
tarpaulin dressings, rope tar and sanitary tar, lacquers, paint stains,
pitches, phenol, benzol, alcohol, coke,
potash. The production of dyes, part
fumes and formalin la planned.

The Parcel Pott Is a Short Cut Which Producers and Consumers Use to
Good Advantage.

The proof of
the eating.

parcel-pos- t

marketing

Is In

Many thousands of consumers have
tried out this method of purchasing
farm products for the table and are
eating their food with a relish born
of good food, flavored with the sauce
of economy and service. After all,
the final test of this method of direct
mnrketlng Is the measure of satisfaction secured by buyer and seller. Insellstances of successful parcel-pos- t
ers, North, South, East and West,
which have come to the attention of
the bureau of markets. United States
department of agriculture, prove quite
as much as pages of theory atid discussion the Immense practical value of
this method of buying and selling.
While the extent to which the people
of this country are marketing produce
through the parcel post is not definitely known, there is every Indication
that the volume of business is increasing steadily.
A "Parcel Poster" Prospere.
And there Is every reason why the
business should Increase.
Men and women are succeeding splendidly In building up businesses with
the mall service as their chief aid. Of
course, the producer cannot succeed
without an accessible market; he must
be sure that he has the kind and quality of produce that is wanted ; and he
must lenrn the art of conducting his
business, writing his letters, etc., in
such a way as to give satisfaction.
Thnt Is whut a fruit grower In Oregon
has done. For three or four years he
hns specialized In marketing fruits,
berries, and vegetables by parcel post
to customers In small towns within a
radius of 200 miles. His mailing list
now Includes about 1,000 names, and
his sales amount to about $3,000 annually.
By supplying products of extra qualcrated,
ity which are carefully
packed, and shipped, this man has secured additional business through the
which original parecommendations
Many of his
trons have supplied.
customers he has never seen, but they
trust hlra because he guarantees satWhen an occasional shipisfaction.
ment proves unsatisfactory it Is replaced free of charge and no questions
are asked. His business has grown so
that recently he has bought fruit from
other producers In order to supply his
trade. But he has always taken particular care to ship only high quality
fruit, so that his high standard will be
He realizes that unless
maintained.
he does this he will soon lose his patrons' confidence and voluntary comhis best business asset.
mendation
Down In Kentucky Is a farmer whose
experience furnishes similar proof of
the value of the parcel post In direct
marketing. This mnn sells dressed
poultry, eggs, meats and fruits to
The
customers In Nashville, Tenn.
business was started two years ago by
selling to a friend who was so pleased
with the results that he told his
neighbors of his good fortune.
Cheapness Not Essential.
Other things being equal, purchasers
expect to save something over estimated retail prices by dealing direct
with the producers. It does not always follow that the prices of parcel-pos- t
goods must be below the market,
levels. This Kentucklan, for example,
has never catered to those desiring
goods Rather, he has built
up his entire business on the bnsls
of high quality. He Is Just as particular In selecting customers as some customers are In selecting a producer
from whom to obtain farm products.
He retains his customers by never
breaking his rule, which Is "Sell only
octhe best." Many producers would
casionally be tempted to sell second-grad- e
produce when the orders exceeded their supply of first grade produce.
This is something which the KenInstead, he
tucklan never does.
frankly tells his patrons that he Is
out of the desired supplies and, unless otherwise instructed, he will fill
the order as soon as possible.
New Englander Sells Eggs.
Up In a little town In New Hampshire Is a retired business man who
has built up a good trade In marketing
eggs direct to customers. The business
was started because of the unsatisfactory prices at certain city markets.
After some unsatisfactory experience
In shipping with containers of various kinds, he finally evolved one
of his own planning, which Is proving
These are now
very satisfactory.
manufactured for hlra in large quantities, thus bringing down the cost.
Pnrtlmlnr care Is taken In packing
the eggs and In tying the parcels. As1
parcel-pos-

low-price- d

in most cases of successful parcel-pos- t
selling, satisfaction is guaranteed.
Printed labels are used and special
effort Is made to answer all letters

carefully and promptly. In the last
year or so the business during the
spring and summer months ' has
amounted to an average of 600 dozen
eggs per week.
These are but a few hundreds of Instances of successful parcel-pos- t
marketing.
Specialists In the bureau
of markets have compiled valuable Information on this question. Persons
desiring literature on this subject
should address the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington,
.

D. C.

SCARCITY OF BALING
WIRE IS BEING FELT
One Factory Induced to Resume
Work to Capacity.

t

Shortage of Tie Material la Due
Mostly to Strikes and Transpor-tatio- n
Difficulties Loss to
Hay Crop la Small.
Something new In the way of "shortages" has developed. This time it is
a shortage of baling wire for this
season's hay crop. If the horses go
unfed, it will not be because of lack
of hay, but because of the lack of
bale ties to bind the hay for ship-

ment
Active steps taken by the bureau of
markets, United States department of
agriculture, to aid in overcoming this
shortage of bale ties have resulted In
one factory, with an output of 800
bundles a day, resuming work to capacity, and several other large manufacturers stating their willingness to
do everything possible to meet the demand.
The bureau of markets has communicated with the principal manufacturers of wire and the leading bale-ti- e
factories, urging them to Increase
their production. A survey of the entire situation disclosed that the general
scarcity Is due mostly to strikes,
transportation difficulties and shortage of wire.
As distribution Is one of the main
reasons for the present shortage, the
department of agriculture has suggested plans to manufacturers by
which It Is hoped to supply those sections of the country first where the
need is most pressing. It Is believed
that if the manufacturers proceed
along the lines suggested, sufficient
bale ties will be manufactured and
shipped to dealers to supply the demand with little loss to the hay crop.

SILAGE FROM MATURED CORN
Feeding Value Not Decreased Where
Ears Have Not Fully Developed
When Preserved.
Silage ninde from corn that has an
opportunity to fully mature but which
has been planted In such a way that
the ears have not fully developed, has
practically the same composition and
the same feeding value as silage made
from corn equally well matured but
which will yield a fair crop of ear corn
to the acre.- - This Is supposed to be
due to the fact that in tbe production
of the ears there is merely a transfer
of the nutrients from the stalk and
leaves to the ear. There Is a slight decrease in the feeding value of corn
when placed in a silo, but this should
not exceed 10, and the loss is less
from this method of preserving than
In any other.

DESTROY HOMES OF INSECTS
Stalks of Cabbage, Cauliflower and
Other Vegetables Should Not Be
'
,',
Left In Garden.

.

Clean up the cabbage patch Don't
raise a crop of Insect pests on the
stalks. That Is what Is likely to happen If stalks of cabbage or of cauliflower, collards, brussels sprouts, and
such vegetables are left In the garden
after they fcave fulfilled their food
mission. Entomologista of the United
States department of agriculture advise that where such remnants of the
garden can be promptly fed to hogs
or cattle a double purpose will be
served Insect pests will be kept down
g
and a food provided for
1

meat-makin-

animals.
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Welcome Relief From the
Tortures of Rheumatism
Can Come

Only

From

the

Proper Treatment.
Many forms of rheumatism are
caused by millions of tiny germs
that infest the blood, and until the
blood is absolutely freed of these
germs, there is no real relief in

sight

-

The most satisfactory remedy
for rheumatism is S. S. S. be

cause It is one of the most thorough blood purifiers known to med-ir- al
ncinnce. This fine old remedy
cleanses the blood of impurities,
and acts as an antidote to the germ
of rheumatism.
S. S. S. is sold by druggists
everywhere."
For valuable literature and advice address Chief Medical Adviser, 107 Swift Laboratory,
Atlanta, Ga.

'
His Contribution.
Mother's Opinion.
He wus an old mun, Just about
rather prominent old bachelor of
Indianapolis the other evening went ready to "cash in his cheeks." He had
home with one of his friends ' for more money than he knew what to dc
supper. Now, the friends has a six- - with, but lived as miserly and niggard-- .
son, who is lively- lndeed ly as he possibly could. The church
year-ol- d
and the bachelor was much Interested In the community was raising money
In htm. At the supper table he asked to pay for a furnace.
The solicitor
the youngster : "Now, Bobbyi when you went to this man and asked him to
grow up are you going to get married help. "Well," he said. "One of your
like your father did or are you going church members has owed me $2 for
over 20 years. If you'll collect that
to be an old bachelor like I am?"
Back came the little fellow's Im $2, I'll give you one of them."
mediate answer: "Oh, I'm not going
Important to Mothers)
to be an old bachelor. Mother wants
Examine carefully every bottle of
me to amount to something."
CASTORIÁ, that famous old remedy
Since then the bachelor has an tor Infants and
children, and see that it
nounced himself as a willing candiTtanra fho
date for a leap year girl.
A

.V

j

HIS REAL STAR.
"Got her all ready to sign up for an- )ther season !" the theatrical manager
acclaimed delightedly as be left the
:elpphone.
women taking fart In the annual sokol fct Pragtie. 2 Parade In Dayton,
Thousands oí Czecho-Slova- k
3 Col. John G. Isbell, formerly a captain In
O., in honor of Governor Cox, Democratic presidential nominee,
the American army, now chief of the tank corps of the Lithuanian army.
1

slon would be given Russia to send a
number of bolshevlst commissioners
Into that country to control the export
of Polish supplies of all kinds.
Russia would then undertake to
evacuate Poland completely In favor
of Germany, which would hold the
country as a guaranty against future
credits to Russia In return for German goods and German labor.

NEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
Russians Overrun Poland While
the Allies Seek to Devise
Ways to Stop Them.
CLOSE

ENEMY

WARSAW

TO

League of Nations Council Adopts
Railways Satisfied
Basic Plans
With Rate Increases Commu- nist Labor Party Leaders
Convicted In Sweden,

Brest-LItovs-

,

k

Brest-LItovs-

k

The allies realize that In sending an
army to the rescue of the Poles they
may be compelled to violate the neutrality which Germany has proclaimed,
and the sincerity of Berlin is so questionable that this may be done without much compunction. A sinister aspect is given the stand of the Germans by the report that before the
Polish offensive began they made a
secret treaty with the Moscow government The treaty, It is asserted,
nmtalned the following provisions:
Russia, without Interference from
Germany, would be allowed to appropriate all of Poland's arms, munitions,
1

rolling stock and foodstuffs.
After the conquest of Poland permls-

-

will be greatly

The railways appear to be fairly
well satisfied with the rate Increases
authorized by the Interstate commerce
commission, and announce that they
are preparing to spend $700,000,000
this year for Improvements and betterments. The Increases granted are.
In freight rates, an average of 35
There has been a lot of sarcastic per cent for the entire country; for
criticism of the League of Nations be- passenger, excess baggage and milk
cause it has not taken cognizance of rates. 20 per cent; for Pullman rates,
war. In a letter to 50 per cent It Is estlmnted the la
the Russo-Polls- h
Lord Robert Cecil, Viscount Grey, for- crease In earnings will amount to $!,
mer foreign minister, has this to say : 1)83,000,000, and that the net operot
"The league hud nothing to do with lng Income of the roads will now be
war and it Is a $1,134,000,000 about $100,000,000 less
the Russian-Poliscrime against the league and Its mem- than the roads asked.
bers to charge It with responsibility
As to the effect on the genera pub
when the responsibility clearly did not lic, there Is difference of opinion
rest with the league, but with Indi- Some experts figure that the Increased
vidual governments.
rates will mean the adding of more
"The league was not Invoked to re- than $1 a dny to the cost of living of
strain Poland, one of Its own mem- the average family. Others, equally
bers, from aggression or, as the prime expert. Insist that the resulting better
minister calls It, reckless and foolish transportation and higher rate of pro
action, as It should have been. To In- duction will bring lower prices.
voke the league now to support Poland
by arms against the consequences of
After a trial lasting many weeks,
her action is not merely Illogical ; It Is a Jury In Chicago convicted William
In fact, a great misuse of the league."
Bross Lloyd, millionaire sergeant at
arms of the Communist Labor party,
NaLeague
of
of
council
the
The
and 19 other members of that party,
tions, in session at San Sebastian, of sedition, and all of them were sen
Spain, is busy with plans for the pre- tenced to Imprisonment In addition
vention of future wars, and during the Lloyd was fined $2,000 and two others
week it took several Important steps. $1,000 each. Throughout the country
First It adopted the French plan for general satisfaction was felt In this
an international general stuff of miliresult of a 'case that was considered
tary experts to devise pluns of oper- one of the most Important ever held In
ations in event any state makes war an American court. As Special Proseor violates an agreement. This action, cutor Comerford expressed It: "The
which was opposed by the United verdict convicts the movement as well
States last year, Is thought to be pre- as the men behind
and establishes
liminary to combined action against a precedent which it makes criminal
Germany
against
and
Russia
bolshevik
the meeting of men for the purpose of
If she unites with the bolshevlsts. An- advocating the overthrow of the gov
other French plan, though presented ernment."
by Italy, also was adopted, for the establishment of an international blockSomething like 50,000 Democrats
ade committee and Justifying the
Dayton, O., Saturday to
The plan of the gathered in
blockade principle.
Cox told formally that
Governor
hear
advisory Jurists' committee for an
Is the party's nominee for the pres
court of Justice was adopt- he
idency.
The notification ceremonies
ed as submitted. This was almost enIn the Montgomery county
place
took
Root.
tirely the work of Ellhu
fair grounds where a temporary
amphitheater was erected. They were
As had been expected, the Greeks preceded by a parade in which about
pretty much cleared Thrace of Turk- 20,000 persons took part The town
ish nationalists, but Kemal Pasha was handsomely decorated and the
was not beaten and opened a strong
residents opened their homes to the
offensive against the Greek forces In visitors.
Asia Minor along the Bagdad railroad.
In his speech of acceptance Gover
At Slmav, northeast of Smyrna, which nor Cox
declared that the United
Is outside their area of occupation, the
should enter the League of NaStates
batGreeks were defeuted In a
tions. Immediately ratify the peace
tle and forced to retreat. In order to treaty and state our Interpretation of
of
Constanprevent Greek occupation
the covenant as a matter of good faith
tinople the Turkish cabinet was hur- and as a precaution against misunder
riedly reorganized, practically all the standing In the future; the Interpreta
new members being friendly to Great
tion clearly to show that the league
Britain, and preparations were made Is not an alliance and that Its basic
for the signing of the peace treaty. purpose Is peace and not controversy,
is threatened
But Constantinople
On the matter of prohibition he said
from another direction, according to that any candidate for the presidency
reports from Sofia. It is said a strong who says he does not Intend to en
Communist party Is being organized
force the Jaw Is more unworthy than
a Russo-phlle- ;
In Bulgaria by Madjaroff,
the law violator. He declared he fa
that all Its men members from vored the repeal of war taxes and the
years, of age, are reduction of federal taxation, and sug
twenty to forty-fivbeing given arms and trained secretly, gested a volume of business tax Inand that the purpose Is to
stead of the excess profits tax. In
with the Russian soviet troops In a dealing with other Issues he followed
Constantinople.
on
drive
along the lines of the San Francisco
platform.
The strike of bituminous coal miners In the middle Western states, beIn the Missouri state primary Brecking unauthorized and disapproved by
Long, who campaigned on a
the union, is petering out and the fear inridge
of a fuel famine Is decreasing. Presi- League of Notions and law enforcedent Wilson asked the men to return ment platform, won the Democratic
to work pending adjustment of their senatorial nomination, and the Repub
complaints, and President Lewis of licans renominated Senator Spencer,
Knnsag the Republicans renominate
the United Mine Workers of America In
ed
Senator Curtis and Governor Algave the same advice, making It as
According to Incomplete returns,
len.
nearly mandatory as he could. The
was lead
strikers In Illinois and Indiana slow- Representative Scott Ferris
senatorial
Gore
the
for
lng
Senator
of
ly returned to the mines. Those
Former
Kansas were more stubborn and A. M. nomination In Oklahoma.
easy winner In
Bowat, president of the state union, Senator Bailey was an
bitterly attacked Lewis and refused Texas.
New York's unofficial Democratic
to abide by his instructions.
put up a state ticket head
So far as Illinois and the Chicago convention
ed by Gov. Alfred E. Smith and select
region are concerned, the Illinois pubHarry C Walker for
lic utilities commission took action ed Lieut Gov.
Its platform calls for modi
that should relieve the situation there senator.
permit
This was an order flcatlon of the Volstead act torecogni
Tery markedly.
urges
and
per
cent
2.75
beer
cars
forbidding the reconslgnment of
republic
of fuel after they have reached their tion of the Irish
destination and providing that on all
In aviation the week's triumph was
carload shipments of coal, lumber, or
other shipments In open top cars the the successful opening of the New
railroads shall make a charge of $10 Tork to San Francisco air mall route;
a day for each day or fraction there- Its tragedy was the death of Lieutenof that a car Is held beyond the "free ant Locklear, noted "stunt" aviator,
time' allowed by the roads. In this when his plane fell 1,000 feet at Los
way, It Is believed, the evil of gam Angeles.
h

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Suspicions that the soviet Russians
were not acting In good faith when
they offered to negotiate an armistice
with the Poles were well founded.. No
sooner had the Poles reached the place
of meeting than the Russians broke
oft the negotiations and demanded
that another discussion be opened at
Minsk. All the time their armies continued the fierce attack designed to
cut oft the Dunzlg corridor and to capture Warsaw. At this writing the former part of that program has been
temporarily checked by Polish successes, but the latter part is about to
be carried out. With the red army
within a few miles of Warsaw, the
civilian Inhabitants of that city, were
Jn flight and the government was preparing to move to Cracow. The Russians had captured the great fortress
and had crossed the
of
Bug river northwest of that place, advancing In echelon In such a Vay as
to force the Poles to evacuate the
and
strong forts west of
eventually to drive them out of Warsaw If succor did not come. Further
north, soviet troops that had crossed
the Narew river were defeated, and
in the south, where they threatened
Lemberg, they were being held and
even pushed back in some places.
Since It was agreed that only outside aid. could save Poland from being crushed by the bolshevlki, the
main question was the source and naPremier Lloyd
ture of that aid.
George, placed In a most uncomfortable position, was said to have called
Krassln and Kamineff, the soviet representatives, ' to conference and to
have demanded that the advance Into
Poland be Immediately and unconditionally stopped, even before the signing of an armistice, or else Great Britain would declare war. If this was his
determination, It was reached despite
the views of a considerable part of
bis cabinet, Including himself, that
peace with Russia must be forced by
economic' rather than military measures. Others of the ministers, lead by
Winston Churchill, were said to favor
unrelenting warfare on the bolshevlki
and the extension of unlimited aid to
Poland. There was a rumor In London that the allies had determined to
send six divisions to Poland, presumably some of the occupational forces
from Germany. Also, the members of
the supreme council of allied ambassadors were hurriedly called from
their vacations to meet In Paris.
The reply of Moscow to Lloyd
to the London
George, according
Times, was a refusal to halt the
advance on the ground that
the army had been promised the lootThe Russians said
ing of Warsaw.
they were prepared to offer Poland
Independence
and wider
complete
boundaries), bnt that they Insisted on
a separate peace with the Poles.

bling by middlemen
lessened.

e

"That star you thought you might
ose?"
"Yes. I was badly scared."
"She bluffing. These actresses"
"Actresses? Shucks! Why, I'm talk- ng about our cook, man !"
Two Views.
"I should like to work for a man
'ho would raise my pay Just once
without my having to ask for It," said
be man.
'And I should like," said the chief,
'to have a man working for me who
ffould give me a chance to raise his
pay without his asking for It first"

,

Thousands Dave Kidney
Trouble and Never
Suspect It

In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Still Thrifty.
He' was so miserly that the girl's
family twitted her much about It. In
desperation one night she decided to
give him a very strong hint that she
Applicants for Insurance Often
would like to have hlra occasionally
buy her a box of candy. They were
Rejected.
standing In front of a drug store window, which "was filled with boxes of
Jndmns from reports from drugtriste
His Idea.
The girl looked at them a
who are constantly ia diroct touch with candy.
"How do you like these cigars, the publie, there is one preparation that minute and said archly, "Do you know
Brown?" the host asked. "Pretty fair, has been very successful in overcoming that there is a kiss at the bottom of
(Phatr
The mild and heaiipg every one of those boxes?"
these conditions.
is
"Splendid!" responded the unhappy influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
The thrifty young mnn looked at
the highest for
ruest "But I can tell you something soon realized. It stands success.
"Well, some dny when I have
them.
remarkable record of
that will please you. I know a place it An examining physician for one of the plenty of time," he said. "I'll go In
you can get cigars even chenp- - prominent Life Insurance Companies, in and look under one to see If I can
er than these
tn interview on the subject, made the as- find any."
tonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are reParadoxical Conduct
8have With Cutlcura Soap
jected is because kidney trouble is so
"I hear the signal man on the rail common
double your razor effciency as
And
people,
the
American
and
to the
road was discharged for too much acwell as promote skin purity, skin comlarge majority of those whose applicativity."
No mug. no
tions are declined do not even suspect fort and skin health.
"How could that be?"
that they have the disease. It ia on sale slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes, irritation even when shaved twice
"His energies were flagged."
medium and large.
dally. One soap for all uses shaving,
However, if you wish first to test this
shampooing. Adv.
Wet With Tears.
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. bathing and
"This book is damp. Yet evidently Kilmer & Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., for
sample bottle. When writing be sure and REAL REASON FOR HIS TEARS
It Is not Just from the press."
"Nope.
The girls cry so over that mention this paper. Adv.
book we simply can't keep It dry."
Teacher Flattered Herself That YoungIS RACE TO BE HAIRLESS?
Judge.
ster Was Crying Because She
.Was Leaving Them.
Prediction Made, Not Without Reason,
That Coming Generations
The graduating class of a Terre
Will Be Bald.
Haute school gave the teacher a parting gift. During the speech she made
That the man of the next century acknowledging the 'gift she noticed
will have no hair on his head has been that one boy was weeping. Then she
nredicted time and again, and the fact told how touched she was by the emothat many men under forty are bald tion displayed by this boy. "What
seems to Indicate that this may be greater tribute could a tencher have
possible, the men of the coming gen than to have a child cry because he
erations acquiring baldness at an was leaving her?" she later asked the
earlier age until finally a hairless class.
specimen of the genus homo shall arOne of the other boys remained
THE BEST SION.
But It Is through no fault of after the others hod left. "Miss N
rive.
,"
"Is he honest?"
their own that men are losing their he confided, "you thought Jim was
"I think he must be. I havent hair, while women are perhaps un- crying because he was going to leave
consciously getting ready to become you, but he wasn't.
It was because
heard him bragging about It"
hairless females of the species, and that was going to be the last time be
And He Never Tips Anybody.
while they may be only working out would see that present.
I had the
The moth's an epicure complete,
will of Providence, they are doing-i-t hardest time to get his 60 cents tothe
The choicest on this earth;
deliberately by "bobbing" their hair. ward It out of him I ever had getting
For at a itngle meal he'll eat
The fashion was Introduced, It Is anything. And when you took that
A hundred dolían' worth.
said, by Russian women, who disguised package he was Just bidding that SO
All He'd Need.
themselves trying to get out of their cents a tearful farewell;
country. Coming to
bolshevlst-rldde- n
"Whv don't vou run for office?"
"Can't afford to. And. anyhow. If I the United States, their bobbed hair
The Greater Trial.
had money enough to run for office attracted attention, was first taken up
A bride of a few months was denowadays I wouldn't need the office.
by the bohemlan set In New York, ploring the treatment of her husband
Some to her mother, and between her sobs
and now is ranldly spreading.
Effective.
of the older women, not wishing to was saying:
Studio Manager How did yon man sacrifice their locks, are said to be
"You see, mother, I've only been
age to get the star to register anguish wearing false bobbed hair.
married a few months, and George
a mnutprfnllvT
goes out nearly every night and leaves
Director I reminded her of her in
Saw Too Late,
me all alone."
come tax. Film Fun.
Her mother did her best to comfort
I was invited to dinner by some
friends who were light housekeeping. her.
Exclamatory Rheumatism?
"YoO must not upset yourself, my
Just as dinner was served I was re
"I hear you've had quite a spell, lating some past experiences of camp- dear," she said. "How little you know
Annt Jemima."
ing, and remarked: "We had to use of the real trials of life, and little do
"Yes, honey, dey done tuk me to de tin knives and forks, and that always yon know what I have suffered. Why,
to your father never goes out at alii"
horsepltal and guv me a epidemic in spoils my appetite.
Happening
terjection."
glance at the table, I noticed (too
In a Tender Spot
late) that tin knives and forks were
The Cause.
Mr. Benover No, I wasn't wounded
the best my hostess had for the oc"How came that electrical casaalty casion. It was a great relief to roe In any engagements In Frunce, but I
to he so shockingly exaggered?"
when conversation was once more re- was sorely wounded in my late engagement with Miss Leech.
"I suppose it was from the current sumed. Exchange.
In the heart, I
Miss Romantlque
reports."
A girl seldom ' refuses to eat corn presume?
Mr, Benover No, In the bank roll.
from the cob unless she has store
One Exception.
teeth.
no
black
obstacle
really
is
"There
Naturally.
tn nroeress."
"How was the actor who took the
If one's faults showed on the sur"Have you ever been on a trolley
face most people would look as If tbey part of the fop In the play?"
car held up by a coal cart 7"
"Oh, he was a dandy."
bad the 'mcnsles. Not on Any Map.
Alfred Dad, where Is Utopia?
Dad Utopia Is the place where peo
ple live up to the advice they give
others, my son. Stray stones.

rjBiis

Cut Down the Sugar Bill

Added Wounds.
"A girl once broke my heart"
"That was terrible."
"But it was not all, for her brother
cracked my head."

by eating a cereal that contains its
from
own sugar
grain in making
self-develop-

Nothing to Worry About
Really. Egbert, you must aak
father for my hand.
Egbert But I I don't know him
She

hi

Terr welt

She Oh, that doesn't matter in the
least; he's never even heard of you.
Anything but Poor,
patience Ever bear him sing?
Patrice Indeed, I have.
trw iklnl. ia law A wrt fwvir tunAP "
X lUiliB. "
J
J
"Poor, indeed! You ought to see
how he spends money when he takes
me out to dinner I

iiiiBiiiiiaiiiiiMi
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Nuts

As a breakfast or luncheon cereal with cream
or milk; or sprinkled over fresh fruit or berries,
Grape-Nu- ts
adds to the meal's pleasure and
'

is economical.

Buy from your grocer.
BBIBDI

THt

SPANISH-AMERICA-

5!
MOSQUERO

Floersheim Mercantile Go.

MENTIRA

;V

;, V

intended for wheat in ideal
condition.
This will result in a
Church Directory
bumper summer crpp to offset the
damage done to the present wheat
crop by the hail and also i4 the great5
V.
C.
est acreage of winter wheat being
Misa. LAS KA GRAY President!,
planted that has ever been planted in.
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.
trie history of the Mesa. Already
Meets at the Christian Chureh,.
round is being prepared for the comRoy, N. M every Sunday evening crop and as everything is ideal for
ing at 7.00 o'clock.
early planting a great and extensive
A cordial welcome extended to
acreage will be the result
Mr. T. E. Mitchell, prominent valall visitors.
ley stockman shipped a load of bultr
from his valley ranch to the market
at Kansas City last week. Mr. C. v UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
W. McNsffl accompanied the ship- Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
ment to look after the stock while- in. .,. at the Christian Churcn.
"
transit.
Your presence is necessary.
jjround

Wheat is now coming into town and
threshing is in full progress in jthe
'
I
country.
?
Mills administered a crushing defeat to the Mosquero ball team at the
Mosquero grounds Sunday, Our sympathy with Mosquero will not allow
A
;,
us to state the score.
Quite a number of Mogquerirpeo:-pl- e
at
attended the cowboy
Clayton and report a very entertaining and interesting exhibition of western cowboy sports as well as an op
portunity' of meeting up with large
numbers of friends and neighbors.
Heavy rains rendered the return
home rather strenuous but the event
well repaid the hardship! of the trip.
The Rev. Trevor Orton has just rePolitics in Union County are comabsence
mencing to warm up. A fight for turned from a three-week- s
the Democratic nomination for Dis- in attendance at the,Y. M. C. A. and!
Park,
trict Attorney is in full progress. Ki- - !i'ir,l inmmer school at Est
C. V. Conferene Grounds, in
ker the present incumbent iw out for
renomination and is opposed py At Golorad. He reports an attendance
torney Taylor of Clayton who won: ,ftCvove 8Q$"tttiftta ;nd according
the management,
out in the County and secured an In- to th statement
delegation from Union the moat successful school yet held
structed
County but the big fight will be in there. Among the faculty were Dr.
tfcé District Convention when, dele- Alrah Taylor of Columbia University,
gates from Taos, Quay, Union 'nd Mi., Dr. Lough,' President of Baker
Colfax Counties choose the nominee. University, Dr. dward Steioer, ImThe Republicans have a fiercely con- migration authority of Grinneil Coltested battle already commenced in lege, Iowa. ,Dr. Taylor conducted
their ranks for the nomination for classes in "Socioldgy" and "Communthe county sheriff and locally T. J. ity Engineering" and Dr. Lough ' in
Heiman it being quite favorably spok- "Psychology".
Rev. Ortón states that in the seven of as a Democratic candidate for
eral groups into which the school was
county commissioner.
Mr. T. M. Longley is enjoying a divided for study over fifty subjects
visit from his younger brother who were taught and discussed, including
is accompanied by a friend and are "City", "Rural" "Railroad", "Indus
very favorably impressed with the trial", "Boy's Work" and "Superviscountry. So much so that they are ors" courses.
Among the platform speakers were
seriously thinking of investing in
Mr. E. G. Collins of New York, Bishsome land somewhere on the Mesa.
Mrs. Minnie Singhiser, a former op F. J. McConnell of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Mosquero resident has returned to Hon. W. J. Bryan, Lincoln, Neb., and
Mosquero for a short visit with old John Timothy Stone of Chicago.
Interspersed with intense study
friends and relatives. Mrs. Singhiser
is at present living near Blackwell, were athletics, hikes, entertainments,
Oklahoma, having recently moved social hours, camp fire meetings,
etc., all planthere froni the oil fields of Desde-mon- pageants,
ned by the management for the pleasTexas.
Mrs. Eva Cox, owner of a fine Mos- ure and profit of body, mind and soul.
quero farm and a resident of Okla- Students came from as far east as
homa City, is visiting friends on the Iowa and west from Montana.
Mesa and looking after the collection of her rent from the farm which
Polar Ice.
In the region around the south pole.
Was planted to wheat this year and
Mrs. Sir Ernest Shackleton found various
which has made a fine crop.
Cox's farm is one of the best! improv- kinds of Ice to which he gives Intermimes In his new book,
ed farms in the community and is esting
paying good dividends on double the "South." Tliiin one kind he pictures
as "young Ice;" another as "light
amount that is really invested in the pack;"
another as "drift Ice." Heavy
improvement.
and
land
hummocked pack- - and clone pack are
Mr. Alfred Kress, local merchant, the roughest In appearance, with lagwho has been somewhat sick for some ged little crags covering all the surtime, left for Kansas City early this face.
week where he will seek medical
to some good hospital and unWÁNTÉD, Barn-yar- d
Hens!
der the care of some, igood surgeon.
Here's hoping that he returns in the Will you set me from cne to five
near future greatly benefitted by the common hens on one egg each,
trip and eastern medical science.
Keep setting a week or two,
Mrs. Isidoro Bueno of Gallegos, N.
Good price.
Address. D, V.
M., who was brought to Mosquero a
Care of S-few days ago for medical attention,
died at the. home of Mr. Perea on
Saturday morning from pneumonia.
Closing Out
Word was also received from Rocky
PUBLIC SALE
Ford, Colorado, that Mr. Felipe
I will offer at Public Auction, at
formerly of Mosquero and well
known here, had died of appendicitis my farm 2 miles East, 2 South of
in the hospital at that place last week. ROY, N. M., on
Quite a lot of real estate has changMONDAY, AUGUST 16, 1920
ed hands in the Mosquero vicinity
Sale to begin at 1.30 P. M., sharp,
here lately. Mr. B. F. Brown sold a the following property
!
e
tract to Mr. John U. Tobler,
Span good Brood Mares, 8 years
tract to Mr. G. F.
and an
old,
wt. 1,400 lbs. each.
Shrum. Mrs. R. E. Trujillo sold a
DODGE CAR, run 5,000 mi.
e
tract to Mr Tobler, Mr. Jake
is all new this summer
This
stuff
e
tract to
Casados sold ' a
Wagon, Set Harness,
Reliance
a
purchased
then
and
Abram Casados
you ever Saw.
Deering Header, 2 Barges, 6
e
relinquishment from Mrs. F.
our motto.
Gasoline Engine and
Forks, 25g-h.Gonzales.
Mr. Frank Lofton was seriously in- Power Washing Machine, Blacksmith
60-lVise, Child's
jured while cranking his car last week Forge & Blower,
Wagon.
Farm
hospital
Dawson
to
the
and was taken
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
iwhec'e it was ascertained that his leg
A
New Brunswick sewing machine,
had, beet broken just below the knee.
As far as we can learn he attempted Heater, 3 Bedsteads, ' Springs and
r,
to crank the car. without having the Mattresses, 2 rockers,
Coal,
U
Cream
rati
Table,
up
Ton
Kitchen
and
started
set
it
and
brake
Freezer, 3 Waihtub, Boiler, Fru:t
oyer him.
:
.
Jars, Scoop shovel, Spade and cither
Mrs: PearF Gibbons from Tlano,
7-- 1
.
articles;'
,
R0Y
Texas, and small children aré visiting
3 per
6
TERMS
months
'time.
GibMrs.'
home."
at' the Peter Hall
cont
bons being a daughter of Mt. Hall and cent interest from date. S
a f orroeV resident óf Mosquero.: "JMrs. discount for' cash, sums over '$10.
Companionship In Thoughts.
'
it
Settle before removing property.'
Our thoughts, are ou innermost life. R. ti. Keller is álso "éri joying-a'isPin t, Owner.
We carry them with ús and cannot frW'her sister;' "a" residéht of ''Texas.
Bentlcy
escaDe from them. In them we can jV.Jfed rains have 'púthe summer Col. F. O.
companion?! ground in fine shápe and placed fhe
& Krabbncbmidt, clerks.
have always the
ships. Robert K. speer, in unrist ana
i'iii.
Ufe.

"The House of Service"

Cash Sale, Saturday, August 7th

-- i

20 percent Discount on
our EMHKE STOCK 0:

AmffiiMm

-

BUY YOUR

NO W

Kerrs Self Sealing, Regular-Pin- ts,
Per.Doz.
$1.10
--

"
"

Quarts "
2
Gal. "
1--

1.25
1.50

WIDE MOUTH

$1.50,

1--

2

J.

Í

a,

mass-game-

v

ROY.
Servicéi 2i Sunday of eacJt
month at 11a. m.. 8,00 PM.
,
'
4th Sunday of each! month
11.00 a. m, and8.0U pk m.
Communion service at tí morn'
,'
ing service.

I

;

A

Moersfafeim

PLEASANt VIEW
, First Sunday each Month at 8,
p.m.

Mercantile

Op)

MILLS
3rd Sunday

"We Strive to Please"
'
Unappreciative Guest.
Ralph, three years olU, was spend-In- g
the lny with his aunt. Thinking a
custard would appeal to him, she Inquired If ho liked them, at which he
answered: "Oh, my, yes." However

We Make The
"O EST

upon being served It fell short, of his
expectations. He nte a little and
pastting It to his aunt said: "You can
have It Aunt Myra. I am so full, and
If you want some water towash It
down, here's my glass."

Ar-mij-

You Ever Tasted,

TRY IT
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80-ac-
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160-acr-

OUR Bread, Pies, Cakes, Pastries
T.

.,;),

Are the necest

'

PiLa and Scots.
his I
wtiui o of l'hrnse and

"Quality"

"lB

32(V-acr-

12-f- t.

160-acr-

p.

Try' Us
The'Ideal Bakery & Confection-.'
ery Company
Bread, Patsries, Confectionery
Foster lk

'

High-Chai-

.

."

pr

White,-Auctionee-

El Doradtí ijtotel

Col.

Under new Management ..
Charles Chapman, proprietor
.'

11--

1

hi

,

11
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CO

a. m. 8PM.

Pcarn. Pastor.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11. A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent. "
METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Services at Roy 3d Sunday of
each month, Christian Church.
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.
CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

;

;

Rev. Fr.

i

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,
LODGE DIRECTORY

JL

A. F. & A M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 53
Meets 2na and 4th Satur-

7W days of month!

;

'

T. E, MITCHELL.

W.M

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

iCDREAD

Bird Grammar.

From an examination paper Eke
(Interjection) cry given by a young
penguin on being frightened. Boston
Transcript.

at

O. W.

-

-

;

.

'

-
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Bring Us Your Produce.

Supt

D. Wade,

CHRISTIAN

Gal. $1.75

Commencing Monday, We will Test Cream Four
at 10 and 12 in the Forenoon
Times a Da- y2 and 4 in the Afternoon

4

,

--

?

FRUIT-JAR- S

E.

,

are

Paint

P.

SWlVfktiix

If w

Experienced.
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desir'4
Reasonable terms. ' Am a notary and c a take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and, help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both' seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Will find

s

this the right place.

ANDERSONS Sell 'em in Roy.

itution

:..

Rebekah

get my terms and dates ',
about vnur sale. Dates made

J

'
officé.' ' '
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

Degree

HARMONY LODGElNo. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
'v
Masonié Hall
Mrs. Rachel Lewis, N. G.
Mrs. M. Etta Plumlee, ; Sec'y.'
Visiting Sisters welcome V
Monster Sharks.

'A
'

Inhabiting the deep are two gigantic
sharks, either one of which may reach
a length of 40 feet. The basking shark..,,
Is founij In northern sens, occasionally 1
straying southward to our coasts, and
the whale shark seems 'to have Its',
principal habitat In the Indian ocean,
though stragglers have turned up as
far away as the shores of Florida.
One such mounted Is on exhibition at
Miami end will repay a visit to any- - ,
one who chances to be In tfiat vicinity.
Why They Get Nowhere.

Plenty of people would be glad to
Mart. a good movement If It could bo.
done by stepping on a starter, but
they Just simply won't get out and
crank.

tl

j

i.i LiiJl

Modern Greek Language..
modern Greek language is a
dialect of the ancient fíreeks, and tho
literary language of today is ta continuation of the main literary dialect
Of ancient Greece, the Attic, as modi-fle- d
by passing through Byzantine.
The modern" vernacular Is sometimes
called Romaic.
At the present time
there Is a tendency among the Greek;
authors to return more closely .to the
ancient form of the language.
The

See me and
ho fnrfl rlflcirlinc

Consolation.
It's a mighty good thing that you
ain't great nough to set the river on
fire, for In that case what In the world
would the fishermen do for a place to
loaf the time away? Atlanta Const-

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at Masonic Hall.
Every Wednesday Evening
George M, Lewis, N. G
Tom Strong, Sec,y,
,
Visiting Brothers welcome.

,

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
Land-Seeker-

tíébrgé E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tourists and

t;.

I. O. O. F.

